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Resume 
Cet inventaire comprend la plupart des accelerateurs 
lineaires d 1 ions et d 1 electrons actuellement employes comme 
instruments de recherche. Les nombreux accelerateurs lineaires 
employes a des fins medicales et industrielles ne figurent pas 
sur la liste. Cet inventaire a ete prepare en vue de sa 
presentation au Congres sur les accelerateurs lineaires de 
protons, tenu en 1976 dans les Laboratoires Nucleaires de Chalk 
River, Chalk River, Ontario. 
L1 Energie Atomique du Canada, Limitee 
Laboratoires Nucleaires de Chalk River 
(halk River, Ontario 
Septembre 1976 
AECL-5615 
COMPENDIUM OF LINEAR ACCELERATORS - 1976 
Compiled by 
J.S. Fraser and s.o. Schriber 
ABSTRACT 
This compendium lists most of the ion and electron 
linear accelerators now in operation as research tools. Not 
included are the numerous electron linacs used in industry 
and in medicine. The information was prepared for presentation 
at the 1976 Proton Linear Accelerator Conference, held at the 
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories 




This compendium lists most of the ion and electron 
linear accelerators now in operation as research tools. Not 
included are the numerous electron linacs used in industry 
and in medicine. Requests for information were sent out to 
about 60 installations; 41 were returned. We are grateful 
to the many people who filled out the data sheets. 
We recommend that any future compendium should 
include entries for the maximum current and the duty factor 
for each section of the linac and that provision be made for 
a consistent notation for heavy ion energies. 
We are indebted to F.T. Howard of ORNL who, has over 
the years, established the format of these compendia. 
J.S. Fraser 
S.O. Schriber 
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Linear Accelerators 
Location Descriptors Entry Number 
Belgium 
Geel 160 MeV, e 
' 
TW 1 




Saskatoon 250 MeV, e 
' 
TW 3 








Or say 2300 MeV, e 
' 
e 
+ TW 6 , 
Germany 
Darmstadt 10 MeV/u, Ar-U, Wideroe-Alvarez 7 
-Single Gap 









-Darmstadt 70 MeV, e 
' 
TW 10 




-Hamburg . 60 MeV, e TW 12 , 









Saitama 2 MeV/u, Kr-Xe, Wideroe 15 
Ibaraki 20.3 MeV, p, Alvarez 16 
Sendai 250 MeV, e 
' 
TW 17 
Ibaraki-ken 100 MeV, e 
' 
TW 18 
Tokyo 33 MeV, e 
' 
TW 19 




Location Descriptors Entry Number 
Poland 
Swierk 9.6 MeV, p, Alvarez 21 
Switzerland 
Geneva 50 MeV, p, Alvarez (old) 22 
Geneva 50 MeV, p, Alvarez (new) 23 
United Kingdom 
Chilton 70 MeV, p, Alvarez 24 
Chilton 15 MeV, p, Alvarez 25 
Glasgow 140 MeV, e , TW 26 
Teddington 22 MeV, e , TW 27 
United States 
Berkeley 8.5 MeV/u, Ne-Xe, Alvarez 28 
Berkeley 5 MeV/u, p-Ne, Alvarez 29 
Los Alamos 800 MeV, p, Alvarez, SW 30 
Batavia 200 MeV, p, Alvarez 31 
Brookhaven 200 MeV, p, Alvarez 32 
Argonne 50 MeV, p, Alvarez 33 
Berkeley 50 MeV, p, Alvarez 34 
Stanford 23,000 MeV, e , TW 35 
MIT 400 MeV, e , TW 36 
Oak Ridge 140 MeV, e , TW 37 
Troy (RPI) 100 MeV, e , TW 38 
Yale 60 MeV, e , TW 39 
Argonne 12 MeV, e , TW 40 
USSR 




ENTRY NO. l 
NAME OF MACHINE __ G_ E_ L_I_N.;_A _ _ ( .. G""'E~E=L'---"'E'-"L=E=C-=T_,Oo..:N-'--'L=IN-"'E=A::.R"-""A.._C=C=E...,.L,..E ..... R=-'A,_.,T._,O""'R""),___ _ _ _ 
INSTITUTION -----=,------,=--c-E=-"U~R~A=-"T~O~M~.--=--~C~e~n~t~r~al.___.B~u~r~e~a~u~f~o~r_.,N~u~c~l~ea~r.L.......Muu..ce~a~s~11~r~e~m~e~n~t~s.__ ___ _ 
LOCATION B-2440 Geel, Belgium DATE --=2=3.._, ,,,_2.__._7.._6 _________ _ 
IN CHARGE __ E_u_r_o~p~e_an_~C~o_m_m~i~s~si~o=n~---
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1962 MODEL tests ------
ENG. DESIGN, date ---~1~63~-------­
CONSTRUCTION, date ------=~1~9_,6_,4'--7---,-..,--=---------­
F IRST BEAM date (or goal) 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS resentl bein 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, 
SCIENTISTS P.!N[;INRERS 
21r,~CIJNlCIANS .. ?:Jl4!!1'S -----
ADMIN & CLER TO'NJ , _____ _ 
S ·involved d1a'ing year__,...,...._ _ _ _ 
Res staff or __ 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
~~~~i ~i~E~~i~~~' ~~ ~~~== ~~;=~~= ====== 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year 




TUNNEL, length 20 m,X-sec(hXw) X m 
ACCELERATOR, length 14 m,dia. -------Om 
BEAM, DIA. _L_L am; ENERGY GAIN _!_Q__ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM 1REA 
(part./sec) (am ) 
Neutron 6.1013 into 4TT 








Baaia1 Nuclear Phyaias 1 O % Solid State Phyaias ------~-----%-
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS Bio-Medical Applicat'Lons % 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed 7 O m2 Isotope Production ::; Machine Research ---------------'%_ 
movable ni2 
TARGET STATIONS -1---t-~.n-----~R~O~Q~MS A~p~pl_i~e~d_-~n~e~u~tr~o~n.._.p~h~y~s~iMcas _ ____ ~Q~Q----~~ 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. ----"l...::;8 __ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type ____________ , 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, modek 





TI111 .- o.f- PZi oht Study ----~e_s _____ _ 
On-fri.ne Mass Separation 
Other - ---------
% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: - ----:--:----"G""'u""a;:.:t""'· an===t,,,_e.,.ed,_.,_pe.,..r"""f"'o,_,t--"'.m=an,_,_c""e"'----'o"'-'f'---"u'-J.'p<sg,_._r_,,a-"-d_..e.._d~mu....,.a._,,c..,lu'*· ... n ._e _______ _ 
Short pulses (]) L ong p11 l ses 
__,_T _ _ ~4'--=n~s ___ ~l~O'--"'n~e'-------J~O~O"---'nliR.___ _ _..__1 µ~----~?~="~-~-------------
I 9 A 9 A 1 5 A a 22 A 0 22 A 
F 900 Hz 900 Hz 880 Hz 380 Hz 
E 120 MeV 1 05 MeY 87 ?v!rV ! on 
P 3,9kW R"ikW ll"il..W 
(I) F or short o ltlses . the energy at zero eun·P.nt wi11 be J 30 MeY 
(2) For long pulses, the energy at zero current will be 150 MeV 
* All figures quoted refer to the upgraded machine. 
2 
§!/THY N~ 1 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF 'JOU/(l'r_· ---'-E---'leatron Trluu Gun 
OUTPU2', .1.1;;.· 1 ~8~0~0(~) _____ 111,• , rtl ____ S~O~ ____ keV, at ________ rr mm-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD 4 ns - 2 µs µsec, at 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE 
Output,max -_.,1,---s~o'"""o'"""o-----m---,A-, -a-t-,---::::::: s~o:::::::_= keV, at ________ rr mm-mrad 
BUNCHER Standin wave 
Potential 1 O 000 keV, Drift Length _____ 2 _________ m 
Potential------------ keV, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x lO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, MQ/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 
RF POWER FEED SPACING, m 
QUADRUPOLES, number> 

















F 2042 klystron 
3 
25 x 3 
70 
___z _ __ _ 






ENTRY NO. 2 
NAME OP MACHINE Linear Electron Accelerator -_ c_,h_e_n_t ______________ _ 
INSTITUT.l ON Nu leaT l' hysicEl J,ahorotnry - Chent $Lu.L,e Uriivendty 
LOCATION l'uwr lL.d LlHl'.r. 86 - Ii 9000 CliL•ll L' Be laJum Vil.Tl:' --'J=--'"~>L'"'l"-1 -"'J=u=l~Y--=1 '=-97~( '--------
IN CTIARGE Prof. Dr. A. Deruytter REPORTED BY Ir. K. Kiesel 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1960 MODEL tests 
ENG. DESIGN, date _ __ 1_9_6_1 _______ ___ ~ 
CONSTRUCTION, date __ ""L,.;.':1-6 -'-4 ___ _______ _ 
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) ___ 1_96_5 _______ _ 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS New sections and modulators 1975 
OPERATION 80 hY'/wk; On Target 75 hr/wk 
TIME DIST., in house 95 %, outside 5 % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE 1 weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR --~l_m_i_l_·~--------­
COST, FACILITY, tota Z --------------
FUNDED BY In teruniv. Inst. for Nucl. Sc. - Belgium 
Ghent State University 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 2 ENGINEERS 4 
--- - --
TECHNICIANS 4 CRAFTS _ ..:02- -,---
ADMIN & CLER 1/2 TOTAL 12-1/2 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved duriYI{] year ___ l __ _ 
OPERATED BY 1 Res staff or 1 Sp op . 
BUDGET, op &~ _ 150,000 $ --
FUNDED BY Interuniv. Inst. for Nucl. Sc. Belgium 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house 5 outside 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house 12 outside -..,...--
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house ~outside _ _ 4 __ 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year 6 
RES. BUDGET, in house 250,000 $ ------
FUNDED BY Interuniv. Inst. for Nucl. Sc. Belgium 
Ghent State University 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED Ill/EA, fixed 600 m2 
movable --- - --------1112 
TARGET S'l'.4TIONS 4 in l1 ROOM; ' 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, m=. ___ 1_ _ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type No 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode z--=r=n~p-=-1=5~7 ~20~--=p=n~p-=-1-=-rn----
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 700 kVA 
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production 
Irradiation, Solid State 
Yes 
Yes 
Biological '=""-=-_ ____ Y7.e~s ______ _ 
Time-of-Flight Study No 
c;;;,h~~ne Mass Separation ---~-~-------
------------------~ 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
4 
PTJYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 15 m,X-sec(hXW)-2..___X_L_'i_!n 
ACCELERATOR, length 2 x 3 m, dfo. ____ cm 
BEAM, DIA. _Q_,_±___ cm; ENERGY GAIN _12__ /dcV/m 









17 6. l o puls _ O.:fil_ __ o .:Jl 7 
17 l. S.10 pu l s o. 2 __ o _. 07 e 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
M'/E 
(%) 
Basic Nuclear Physics ________ s __ o ___ -""• 
Solid State Physics 2 !1 
Bio-Medical Arp7.iuatfon11 3 ~~ 
~~~h~~= ~~~~~~~~on --------~l~~---~~ 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
Intern. Rep. 
ENTRY NO. 2 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOUR~CE:::._ _ -"'-In~d~i~r~·---D.H~earutue~d~C~a.Lili.llJ-"'-c--------~ 
OUTPUT, max 400 mA, at ___ 18~0~---- keV, at 
INJECTION PERIOD 1 - 10 µsec, at -----~"'----
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE -----------,- ------- --
Output,max ---------- mA, at --------- keV, at BUNCHER 1 Pre-Buncher 
Hz 
Potential ____________ keV, D>•ift f;enoih --------------
Potentiai keV, Drift Length --------------
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, nwnber 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 







0.2 - 90 
























ENTRY NO. 3 
NANE OF MACHINE --7,S"'-as"'"'k_:.,a:.;t:.::c:;;h:;:_ew"'a°'n'--=°E'=l-=-e-=-ct;:·-rc-co::c-n:.,::L-'-i :..:.ne::.;a;:.:r--'-A"'c-=-ce~l.:..;eo..:r..;:ao..:t..::.o.:...r ____________ _ 
INSTITUTION -----'U~n~i~v..::.e.:...r~s1~·t~y'------"o~f_S~a~s~kTa~t-=-c:..:.h e.:..;w~a~n'------=--...--..----.--...,..,,...- ------~ 
LOCATION Saskatoon, Saskatchewan Dlt'l'E __ M_ar_c_h_l~,_19_7_6 ________ _ 
IN CHARGE ---~Y~~M~S~b~i~n~------
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1961 MODEL tests ------
"/£NG . lJES:JX;N, date 1961 
C0Ntn'RUC1.'ION, date__.1~9~62-'- ---------
[i'J'frS1' BEAN date (01• aoo.7- ) __,_1=96=-4"-------=-=,.... 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS c an e 11 • RF sources t o et 250 MeV 
OPERATION _J.Q.O__)u'/l~k ; 011 Target 90 h'Y' wk 
TIME DIST., i n hm.me 100 %, outside % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR -,-"$""'7-7-50~.~o=o=o_+ __ .,...-----,,...,,---=-=-c~ 
COST, FACILITY, total $300.000 x 12 vrs. + $2,000,000 
FUNDED BY Atomic Energy Control Bd. /Nati ona 1 Research 
Counc il 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 14 ENGINEERS 2 
TECHNICIANS CRAFTS 2 
ADMIN & CLER 2 TOTAL ~---
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year 2 
OPERATED BY X Res staff or Sp op. 
BUDGET, op &a;;;;-"' $150,000 -- . 
FUNDED BY Atomic Energy Control Bd./Nat.Res.Council 
(Canada) 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
rl.<JB.'R G110UPS, i:ri 1rowJe outside 
S!l'll.FP SCIEN'1'1'STS, in 'house - , 4- ou:tside --2..--
TOTAL RES STAFF', i 11 houe 14 auta·ide 2 
GRAD STfJDE'N'l'S imJcJived du"J,"ino ueca• 2 
NES . BUIXIET, in /iouse _,,-v,._._$-,-1 _50-+-,0..,.0,..,0r---T...-~c---.....--,..­
FU NDED BY Atomic Energy Control Bd./Nat.Res. Co unc il 
\Canada) 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed 350 m2 
movable ------~~----mg 
TARGET STATIONS 4 ln 5 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, m=. -~l __ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 50 crn-250 MeV/c, 75 cm- 450 MeV/c 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode 7. SDS 920, PDP 15 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 0, 75 MW 
FACILITIES f oP: 
Isotope production ~-----,_,_no,,_,n,.,e,__ ___ _ 
Irradiation, Solid State ---~n~o~n=e ____ _ 
Bio logical -------~n~o~n~e ____ _ 
Time-of-Flight Study -----~d=o~rm=a=n~t~-
On-Line Mass Separation ___ __.n~o~n=e ____ _ 
Other 
------------------
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES : 
REPORTED BY __ Y_. _M_._S_h1_· n _ ____ _ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length m,X-sec(hXw) 10 X 10 m 
ACCELERATOR, length 24 m, dia. -2- ---cm 
BEAM, DIA. ~cm; ENERGY GAIN ll MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM ~REA ENERGY 
(part. /sec) (cm J (GeV) 
e 1. 2 x 1014 0.01 0.25 
1. 2 x 1 Ql2 < 21 
n "' 109 3 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
t::,E/E 
(%) 
< 1 % 
Brems . 
Cont. 
Basic Nuclear Physics 80-85 % 
So lid State Phya·ica ..,.----,-,,,~-.--~~.----,,.,.----% 
Bio-Medical Applicatfons (Chemical ) 15-20 
~~~~~~: ;~~~~~!~on ________ <........,,~---;, 
% 
---------------------% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
--------- - ----- - ------------- - -----
6 
lfJ}J'3 Y NO. 3 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF ,<j()LJR(.'t~· Electron gun 
keV, at OUTPUT, max -=--="'>~J~O~OO~ ______ mA, at 105 
INJECTION PERIOD l . µsec, at _,,,36""'0"-- ------
=-=----- - ---TT mm-mrad 
Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE ----------------- ---
Output,max ---------- mA, at --------- keV, at ----- TT mm-mrad 
BUNCHER ---------- ----------------l'o ·tan f,i.a/ ---'"'-"'25""-'k._.V,,,_/ _,.c, ..m _____ k~V, 01•ij't f,c>1f!/h -----=O _______ __ m 
PotentiaZ keV, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
'l'OTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
PIE'LD ~ODE 
Q(x ZO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUN'l' IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER~ peak, MW 
RF POWER~ mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 






Cons t Z 
--lf.T - 25-o -
-·-24-
2856 
_ _ f.!d.~ 
13 
-- o:a --




















E,'NTHY NO. 4 
NAME OP MACHINE 35 MEY EL™ILL ..a.u.m..------------------
JNSTITUTION _e!J)'.UCS Ojyi si on, Nat ion a 1 Research 
LOCATION Montreal Road, Ottawa. Canada 
TN CHARGE K.1-l. Lokan REPORTED BY _ _:;K;..;.'"-'1-l"-. -=L::co:.ck.;.:ac.:n ______ _ 
IJTS'l'ORY !IN!J STATUS (manufactured by Vickers Ltd.) 
DESIGN, date 1960-66 MODEL tests ------
ENG. DESlC:N, da·te __ ...,1.,,9""60"'-°"'6""6'----- -----
CONS'l'RUCTION, date L96,,_,5._-_..,l""'"9""'6"""8 ________ _ 
FIRST BEAM date (or ti''" I) __,1"'9-"6-"8 ________ _ 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 
--,-~----,,..--.,..-- -----,,--,.-:-
0PERA1'10 N __fil)_}1P/1iJk; On Target 60-80 hr/wk 
TIME DIST., in hou.a1 _ B'i %, outside __ls._% 
USERS, SCHEDULlNG cw:u: _ __ 1 ___ _;(,J~aka 
COST, ACCELERATOR _ _ _,._$~50wO~.~OuD~Q,__ ______ _ 
COST, F'ACILTTY, total ~u ... n .... ..,00...,0,__ ______ _ 
FUNDED BY NATIONAL RES!;A"'"R..,Cl"-1 _,C'""O"'U....,NC,,,_I"'!,.__ ___ _ 
ACC'J;'LE'RA'l'OR STAFF', OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
8CIE'NT18TS 0. 5 ENGINEERS 1 
------Til'CllNlCIANS 2 x 0.5 CRAFTS------
ADMlN & CLER TOTAL 2. 8 
C:R!ID , STUDENTS involved during year __ _u. __ _ 
OP/o;'RA'l'ED RY x Res staff or Sp op. 
liUDGil'T, op &d('V $27 1000 (excludingSa l aries , power) 
FllNDJo,'D BY NATIONAL Rf;Sf:Altt:l l COUNCIL 
Rl\SNARt:il S'l'AFF, not -included above 
USER GROUT'S, in house 3 outside __ 3_*_ 
,<;7'/IPF !1 'll.'N1'1ST!J, ·1:11 110111; •. ! _]_ ou.tai e 
TOTJIL m::s :..~'A.FF, in li ous11 < oicte·id.e --2,.--
li/IA TJ .'.iT/ll>e'N'f' ' im>o l 1>t'1! tlur-itl!1 yeui• _ _...., ___ _ 
/IP8 . flUDW;''l', fo llo111w J£Q_.._OOO (excluding 
l"UNf.W/1 llY NA'l'IONAL llBSEAl!CH COUNCl!, 
*in collaboration with in-house scientists 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
salaries) 
SfllBWED AREA, ffaed <vl25 m2 
movable ------------1112 
TllHGET STATIONS 4 in ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED 11'1' TlfE,' !iAf,fE TIMI!..', max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 
ON-LTNE COMPUTER, model JiltlJ:Jll Eq1iip Cor 2 Pl>P -95 
TOTAL POWE.'R INSTALLED FOR flli'UF:ilRCH ~u__ 
FACILITIES for: 
Tsotope production 
Irradiation, Solid State ----------
Biolouiaal --~~ ·- ---------Ti,1111 -o.f-Plt'.uht .'>l:ridL' (P"fiotoneutron, energy + angle) 
On -Li11e .11w1. Sep'w 1ii1.m ~~-~------­
Ollie ;• r ulse rndioJysJ.s (rfldiat~on chemistry) 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 28 m, X-sea (hXw) 5. 5 X 4. 5 m 
ACCELERATOR, length s m,dia. Zs -Cm 
BEAM, DIA. __i_ am; ENERGY CAIN _Ll_ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE PWX BEAM 1REA 





ELECTRONS '\.lQ 1 5 U6QyA) ~- 2~oc 
ELECTRONS "-10 14 (lSµA) .045 4 (:_Olµsec 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
Basia Nualear l'hys1:a (photonuclear) 30 % 
So lid State Phys·fos i 
Bio-Mediaal AppZiaatw>is ------------'~ 
Isotope Pr•oduation ------------...,.._,~% 
Machine Research IO % 
radiation chemistry 30 % 
radiatlon dosimetry, s hie lding , 30 !'l 
bremsstrahlung spectroscopy 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
radiation dosimetry, shielding, bremsstrahlung spectroscopy 
OTHER NOTABLE' FEATURES: -----------------------------------
a pretzel magnet Plrtced half wav along the accelerator permits the extraction of a lower 





ENTRY NO. 4 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOUflCi!: lndM&8&'>' heated cathode (S cm 2-) triode assembly 
OUTPUT, mu.r mA, r.t i 60 keV, at .,,,----'-N'--'-'A ___ 1T mm-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD .OOS to 3.3 µs ea, at single shot to 720 Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE __ N_ A _____ ~-.,------------
Output,ma:c - --------- mA, at --------- keV, at ------- 1T mm-mrad 
BUNCHER --.,.-,,-----~'-'"'-------,--.,,.,..--------;-:;,-,-::-----:-,,-----
l'o /;el1 t 1:u.1 - --- -------- keV, Di1ift; &ma t1i -------------- m 
PotentiaZ keV, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, MQ/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type } 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 

























One 20 Mw klystron. output shared by all sections 
5 5 each 






ENTRY NO. 5 
NAME OF MACHINE lo MeV Electron Linac Model HRC-712 
INSTITUTION Research Establishment Ris0 
LOCATION DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark DATE---------------~ 
Knud Sehested 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date prime 1973 MODEL tests 
ENG. DESIGN, date 
CONSTRUCTION, date -----~-....,,.,,,=-------
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) ~p_r_i_m_o_l9_7_5 _____ _ 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS ~~_,,_ __ n_o_n_e ______ ~---,~ 
OPERA'/' ION 3o lu•/wk; 011 2'1.ll'(JG t ------ 111!/Wk 
TIME DTf:n'. , ·1:n house 75 %, outa·i rle 25 ~ 
USERS , St:f!EDULI NG CYl'Lb' 'J/11 week:; 
COS2', AG'CELFIRl11'0R _$.,_~..,,o_o.,.,,. o_<_H_> ----------
CO.'>T, FAC1£ITY, f;ol:al ,_$'---,;_~'o_o_. _o_oo __ ~-----­
FUNDED flY Dmtlslt J\ Lo111ic l~H • 1 •15y Commiasi.011 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 2 ENGINEERS 2 
TECHNICIANS 2 CRAFTS _ _ l __ _ 
ADMIN & CLER 1 TOTAL __ 8~--
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year ------
OPERATED BY 2 Res staff or o Sp op. 
BUDGET, op&~$ 30.000 --
FUNDED BY Research Establishment Ris0 
RESEARCH STAFF, not inoluded above 
USER GROUPS, in house 3 outside 3 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house ~outside ----=1~5-­
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house -- outside 
GRAD STUDENTS involved du'f'ing year -=3--
RES. BUDGET , in lumsc 1) 30 • ooo 
FUNDED BY Rei·cnrch l!:u-r~b"".·1r.-, ;!.-u-11 e-n~L~R-.1.-s0 ____ _ 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 




TARGET STATIONS 7 in 2 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max, l 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type -----
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model _P_D_P_~_/_l __ ~~----­
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED. FOR RESEARCH lo kw 
FACILITIES fori: -------
Isotope produotion none 
Irradiation, Solid State'_n_o_n_e-------~ 
Biologioal one 
Time-of-Flight Study ___ n_o_n_e ______ _ 
On-Line Mass SepG1.l'at;·1'. on none Other Chemical and phys""i_c_a.,.1 _______ _ 
OTHE'R NOTABLE FEATURES: 
10 
REPORTED BY J0rgen Fenger 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length m,X-seo(hXw) X m 
ACCELERATOR, length 1 1 6 m,dia. -- ---am 
BEAM, DIA. ~am; ENERGY GAIN 8,75 MeV/m 










OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
ENERGY 
(GeV) 
o . ol 
tiE/E 
(%) 
: 2 1/2 
Basia Nuolear Physias % 
Solid State Physias ~---~------~--'% 
Bio-MedioaZ AppZioations 2o % 
Isotope Produation % 
Maahine Research lo % 
Chemical " 5o % 
Physical 11 2o % 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
A Wide Dynamic Range lo MeV High Current Electron 
Linear Accelerator, J, Haimson 1 B, Mecklenburg and 
V. Valencia, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, 
Vol. NS-22 1 No, 3, June 1975. 
ENTRY NO. 5 
INJECTOR SYSTEM (HRC Model 275/2250) 
TYPE OF SOURCE DisEenser Cathode 2.2 x 10- 3 v m0 c-cm 
______ --=--"...,.___ keV, at ..,.....-----'='-"2...,,0'--Tf mm-mr>ad OUTPUT, max 
INJECTION PERIOD 







BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MH2 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x Z.O ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, om 
DRIFT TUBES, number> 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, om 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/ TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, nwnber> 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/ unit 





2500 111A, at 275 
8 µsea, at 200 
----=--"'-=------- Hz 
mA, at 
---- ----- keV, at -------- Tr mm-mrad 
keV, Dr>ift Le~7th 













0 . 023 c 
Tapered upto c 














ENTRY NO. 6 
NAME OF MACHINE Ace eHrateur Lineaire d' ORSAY ( 1 ) ~ 2 , INSTITUTION Labora Loire de l ' Ac c lf~rat eur .Lineail'e (L.A.l •• ) parL of IN2P3 ' C.N.R.S. 
LOCATION 91hoo - ORS /\Y (France ) DATP. _1~-------------
IN CHARGE P, BRUNET 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1956 MODEL teats ------
ENG. DE'DJON, da:ta 
CONS'l'RUCJ'JON, da.ta--1 9-5"'6~-~6-1-a-nd_6,_5,...._....,6""8+(..,,3+) ----
F'fl?.'iT B8AM dute (01• (/Oai) _ 1'--'9'-"5'-'9'------------
MAJOH ALTERA2'IONS Positron beam 
OPEWlT I ON __EQ__j11'....,/W-:k.--· ;'--:0 .... 1 t-"Ti~u.l~'~(J-e=t ~---.z----,.h-1' /,'uJ--:-k 
TJME' DIST., ·in 1wuae Z outaid % 
USERS ' SCHEDULING CYCLE weekn 
COST, ACCELERATOR 1 8 
COS'l', FACllJ'l'Y, ·to-ta......,..l -]r-1~0""-')--..p~--------
FUNDED JJY Ministry ~o'f,......E"'"d_u_c_at.,..i..--. o_n _____ _ 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS O ENGINEERS 4 
TECHNICIANS 30 CRAFTS 13 
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 50 
GRAD. STUDENTS invoZved during year O 
OPERATED BY ___ Rea atafef or _J1___ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev 1,8 x 10 F 
FUNDED BY IN2P3-c=N=R""S~----------
RESEARCH STAFF, not inaZuded above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house -- outside ---
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house -- outside 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year ---
RES. BUDGET, in house 
FUNDED BY -----------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS (Linac Only) 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed 250 m2 
movabZe -----=--------m2 
TARGET STATIONS 1 in 1 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. 2 (ACO) 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type ------------
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FO,__,'R_R_E_S""'E,...'AR_C_H ______ _ 
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope produation ~--...,-----------­
Irradiation, SoUd State ----------
Biofogiaai --------------
Time-of-night Study -----------
On-Line Maaa Seµm•at·i'.on - ---------
Other 
- -----------------
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: ( 1 ) Universite PARIS-SUD 
REPORTED BY _P_ . _B_R_U_N_E_T ______ _ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, Zength 360 m,X-aea(hXwJ X m ? 
ACCELERATOR, Zength 230 m,dia. ---:;Bo--am 
BEAM, DIA. (e-): ,5 am; ENERGY GAIN __!2_ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM 1REA 
(part. /sea) (am J 
e 2.1013 C1,5JLs)Ajustable 
+ 5,1010 (3oons)Ajustable e 
+ 1,5.109 (20 ns)Ajustable e 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time diat 






811si(' Nuclear Physios ____________ %_ 
Solid State Pliyofoa Z 
Bfo-MediuaZ AppUaations -----------~ 
Isotope Produation .----:::-----.,-------~- ?.: 
Maahine ~h _ d_e_v_ol_o_,p.._1_ne_n_t. ______ __,5'"'--~ 
% 
------------------~--~% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
- Onde Electrique (Juillet 1969) 
- L.A.L. - Rapport d'Activite 1976 
( 2 ) Institut N1;1tional de Physique Nucleaire et de Phy sique des Particules 
(3) "First was built. a 1,3 GeV Linac then a n extra 1 Gey one ahead making 
a total o f 2 , 3 GeV. 
(/+) Linne 'beams are no t direc tly u sed f or physics experiments any mor e but 
only f'or i nject.ion in storage rin1~s AGO and DCI (Elementary particyle 






TITLE: Compendium of Linear Accelerators - 1976. 
AUTHORS: Compiled by J.S. Fraser and S.O. Schriber. 
Please insert corrected page 13 into your copy. 
October 1976. 
ENTRY NO. 6 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
OUTPUT, max 3000 
Gun INJECTION PE."""'RI"""O..::.D----2-,-5-~(-1 ,...) ---mA, at 110 
keV, 
µsea, at {
TYPE OF SOURCE Diode electron gu.n 
HIGH VOLTAGE STA GE - -'-P""'u"'-1=-s e~f""'· o,,_,r~m=i"-"n,,,v,_, -'-='-"-'"='-'"'-'~"---'<==....,,.'---" .......... ......,...,,,_.._.. network a nd pulse tra nsformer 
Injector Output,max .--1_0_0_0 ______ _ mA, at 20 1 QQO keV, 
at 7 
Hz 
- --""-------11 Tl'U11-mrad 
at 10-2 N ________ 11 177T/1-mrad 
PRE-BUNCHER __ RF_C_a_v_i_t~-------------------
Pof;ential tJ keV Dl'ij't Length -----'o......,'-'--------- m 
Potential keV, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m (acceleration) 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x ZO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 






3000(5 .band ) 
11 / 2 
11 
0 .7 & 1.0 
38 
--10 .-0--
DRIFT TUBES, number (between sect,) 




GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 
IRIS APERTURE, am 
THICKNESS, am 
SPACING, am 
GROUP VELOCITY C/vg 
PHASE VELOCITY 
WAVE TYPE 
SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 
RF POWER FEED SPACING, m 




29 - 18 mm 
3 mm 
2.5 cm 
20 ..., 100 
c 
T1•avel . wave 
50 






25 & 20 
13 Sets 
11 T/m 
6 - 25 m 
II 
(1) Pulse dura tion may be continuous ly ajusted from 0 , 010 to 2 , 0 p.a 
typical dura tion : > 
LI N AC 1 5 5 
ACO 0 3 s 
DCI 20 nanosecondes . 
e ..._. e
1 
converter after 16 sections e.g.~ 1,0 GeV 
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III 
i;'NTRY NO. 7 
NAME OF MACHINE UNILAC 
INSTITUTION ---.G~e~s~e~r~r~s~ch~a~+Mt,_...,f~u-r"""""""""Sc~h-w_e_r~i-o-n-en-f~o-r_s_c~h-u-n r,-,-m~b~H,.....---------------
LOCATION D1m11stad t/F d . Rep. Germany DA1'6' _J_u_l~y_2_1 t_h_,_ 1_9_7_6 ________ _ 
IN CHARGE N.Angert/ D.Bohne/ P.Strehl 
fll.'J'l'ORY AND STATUS 
DE'SIGN, date 1968 MODEL tests since 1963 
~~~sT~~~~;~N,d~~~e--~~-~:;~~ ~-~~1_9-:__1 1~~::~::::::::~::~~~~~::::~-
nRsT BEAM date (or {{tlt1.l) 1975 
MMOR ALTERATIONS - n- o"-'---''-- -------
OPERATION 148 hr/wk; On Target 75 hr/wk 
7'IME DIST,, in house 50 %, outside 50 % 
USERS I SC/IEDULING CYC-LE=-----' 4 w-ee~k~s---
C0!3T, ACCELERATOR _.,,__...;;5...;;3--MO""M-'---------
COST, FACILITY, to ta Z _ 1-'-'6"-'5"-'-M"'O"-'M'----------
PllYSICAG DIMb'NSTONS 
'I'UNNTIT. length 'l 20 
Al.'CELERA'l'Ofl, Zerigth 
BEAM, DJA . ~em· 
m,X-aeo(hXwJ ' x_!___J11 
10CJ m,rtia . ~ am 
ENE/IC.Y GATN __ 1_ MfV/111 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 









FUNDED BY Federal Republic 0 1' Ger1nany and S ate of Hesse _n __ _ 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 11 ENGINEERS 13 
TECHNIC !ANS---,2~8----- CRAFTS --5----
ADMTN & CLER 1 TOTAL 
------
1;/-L't 1. ,:'f/Jll/·:N'l'S im1ol1>1·d 1lu1·ina 1/f4m• ------
UPERA1'lm llY ___ Has ataf}' 01• __ 8p op . 
/l//DGf.''I', v/1 ft div 'i l•IOM )Jl1rsonnel exclutJ d 
FUNDJ;fl BY r ed . llap. of G!,ltf11 ny and 5 1. ;;ile of 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
I lesse1  
USER GROUPS, in house 12 outside 30 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house~ outside 150 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house -----W- outside 170 
GRAD STUDEN1'S involved during year 20 
RES. BUDGET, in house -=-4~M_D_M ________ _ 
FUNDED HY Fed. Rep. of Germany and State of Hessen 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movable ______ 4_5 _x_ 5_6---,,,2 
TARGET STATIONS 20 i.n 2 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, m=. __ 2,..--__ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type Berkeley Spectrometer 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model PDP11/45 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR ""R"'E"'sE=A"""'R""'c=H,..----,2:---,,M~W,..------
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope produation ------------~ 
Irradiation, Solid State -~:---------
Biological .,,.--.,------------~ Time-of-Flight Study ___ + ________ ~ 
On-Line Mass Sep1u •af,ion. + 
Other ----------
40Ar 6 1012 0.5 0.52 0.5 
84Kr+l 1ol2 0.9 
132xe+l 3 1 a11 1 . 3 
23eu 1010 2 
soTi+l 1 ol o 0.6 
lit) for gas stripper 
+l from natural isotopic mixture in source 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
Baaic Nuclear Physics 80 % 
Solid State Phyaica 4 % 
Bio-Medical Applications 1 % 
Iaotope Production % 
Machine Research 5 % 
Atomic Physics 10 % 
% 
------------------~---
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
Proceedings of the 1972 Proton Linear Acc. Conf. 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: continous energy variation 
parasit ic beam at 1.4 MeV/u 
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A'N'/'HY NO. 7 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE Duoplasmatron and PIG 
OUTPUT, max D. 2 for one charge state ml!., at JO k¢V, at 100 
INJECTION PERIOD µsec, it Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE oil insulated rectifier, open air terminal single gap acc. tube 
Output,max 40 mA, at 320 k¢V, at 
--------BUNCHER double drift buncher with drift tube 
11 mm-mrad 
11 mm-mrad 
~~;:~;~~~ 3 ~:~; ~~~;; ~=~~;~ __ 1_._5 ____________ : 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, em 
DRIFT TUBES, nwnber 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, nwnber 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 
RF POWER FEED SPACING, m 
QUADRUPOLES, number 














1 - 30 
13 and 20 
0.25 
2 - 3 
stand. wave 






0.12 - 0.52 
28 
64 













13 - 28 
20 
0.25 



































ENTRY NO. 8 
NAME OF' MACHINE Linn JI IUe t r on-Pos J r on loj ector 
INSTITUTION _.::_D~E~SY=---- ------------=-~0------------------
LOCATION Hamburg, Germany DATE 17-3-76 
IN CHARGE H. Kumpfert REPOR'l'ED BY _.=;A'"'- F=-e::.:b:..:e::.:l~,--"G_,_. S:..t::.:a==n=i::gi..::e'---- -
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date -=---"'l -"-9_,,_67,___----'MODEL tests 1968/1969 
ENG. DESIGN, date ------,-.,,.,,.,,..---- -------
CONSTRUCTION, date --;=,.L9'-7--'0'-----------
F'IRST BEAM date (or goa lJ _ D_e_c_. _1_9_7_0 ___ ___ _ 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS ~~---=--------.,.-...,....,­
OPERATION 150 hr/wk; On Target ----- hr/wk 
TIME DIST., in house %, outside % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR ---'1~2_M~DM~----------­
COST, FACILITY, totaZ --=2:..:;5-"'M""DM"'----------
FUNDED BY Federal Government, Ci ty of Hamburg 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 1 ENGINEERS 2 
TECHNICIANS 5 CRAFTS ---=-- - -
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL - --'--8 __ _ 
GRAD. STUDENTS invoZved during year - - - - --
OPERATED BY --- Res staff or -- Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev - 1. 25 MDM/year 
FUNDED BY --~DE"'"S'""Y ___ ________ _ _ 
RESEARCH STAFF, not inaZuded above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house -- outside 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house -- outside _ _ _ 
GRAD STUDENTS invoZved during year 
RES. BUDGET, in house - - - ---
FUNDED BY 
--------------- --
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movabZe -------- ----m2 
TARGEJ' S7'A'l'IONS * J ·ln 1 ROOMS 
S'l'ATIONS liERVf!..'!) Jt:l' 'l.'TIE SAME 'l'l' IE, ma.u; . 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type ------------
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode Z ARGUS 500 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR-R~E~s=EA-R~c=11-------
FACILITIES for: • 
Isotope produation -=--,.-----------
Irradiation, SoZid State ----------
BioZogiaaZ ~---.-------------­
Time-of-FZight Study ---- -------
On-Line Mase Separation-- - --------
Other Injector for s ynchrotron 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, Zength 103 
ACCELERATOR, Zength 
BEAM, DIA. e-:0.2 am; 
e+:l.5 
m,X-eea(hXW)_..J._X_i__m 
82 m, dia. - 10 am 
ENERGY GAIN ......!l._ MeV /m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX 81!,'AM ~REA ENERGY 6E/E 
(part . /sea) ( Ill ) (GeV) (%) 
!l 2. 10
14 0.03 ~ Jh.L 
*** + 2 . 1012 g l. 8 ~ .b.Q_ 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
Daeio NucZea.:t' Phyefoa ---------------':i 
SoZid State Physi cs % 
fl-i,o-MedicaZ Application ____ ___ ___ _ % 
Isotope Produation ~ 
Maahine Reaearah ----------~---% 
% 
:e:+:1:a=-=I:n:1:e:c:t:o:r=:fo:r==s:v:n:c:h:ro::r:o:n:.=~=z:o:oo:h:/=a==s=:1:00:===% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
1) N.C. l'ering et al., "General Description and 
performance Measurements on DESY Linac II ••• " 
Proc. 1971 Particle Acc. Conf,, p.579, 
Chicago 1971. 
2) A. Fabel, G, Stange, "Linac II", Int. Bericht 
DESY SI-72/3, 1972. 
3) G, Stange, "A Pulsed Magnetic Lens for 
Positron Focusing , , , ", Int, Bericht 
DESY SI-73/4, 1973. 
* ** *** OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: _.;.;:n.=.o""-t--'i==n"--'i*'""e""r-"'m"'-a"'ne""n""t"-"u"'s-"e_._; _ __,f"'o""r:-=li=n"'a"'c......,o'""p""er"-"'"a.:.t :;io::.:n"'"'; ----=En,_,,c..,r""g'-'y--=o=-f-'e"--__,o"'"n'--"c"'on:.:.v.:.ce::.:r'"'t..,er=--
carg L : 320 MeV. Bnergy o f e out of linac : • 380 MeV; aU posJ.trons in llE/ E = 2!': . 
Chopper devices (i ncor porated in new inj ec tion s yst em) for 500 MH z (Synchrotron RF), or single 
bune her , or 1 out o [ 4, or 1 out of l6 bunches i n 500 Miiz . 
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ENTRY NO. 8 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF ROl!RCE Electron Gun 
OUTPUT, ma.x 13 A ~~, at 150 keV, at =----~---TT mm-mrad 
INJECTION T'F.RIOD _____ 3______ µsec, at ____ .,_O"- ---- Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE ----------,--,----------Output,ma.x ___________ mA, at _________ keV, at ________ TT mm-mrad 
BUNCHER i.t1t•gratcd Ln first sectio11 
fmt:g.>.!ti:nJlField strength 163 kV/cm 
Potential ------------
keV, f(a/'f L 11gth -----"o_._ i;"--- ----- m 
keV, Dr>l{t Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x Z.O J 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TJdD.f:E Sect ions 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, nwnber 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 
IRIS APERTURE, am 
THICKNESS, cm 
SPACING, am 
GROUP VELOCITY , average 
PHASE VELOCITY 
WAVE TYPE 
SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/2!1Ki11kSection 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, d.€g. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, nwnber 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, JMWkW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 






Travelling Wave Structure 
0.15 - 640 













Klys tron 'JV2002 DOD, Thomson _C~S_F ___ _ 
14 
25 per unit 
7.5 per unit 
25 on sections 10-14 (FODO channel) 
0.2 
Solenoids: 800 G on sections No. 1-5 
Solenoids: 4 kG on sections No. 8-9 
Posj tron pul sed focusing lens : 18 kG over 4. 5 ·m l on!(Lh 
Fixed positron target: Tungsten. O,~ rm ~hi.c.k, 1n front of section No 8 
17 
III 
ENTRY NO . 9 
NAME OF MACHINE --7MU:::..:E::..:L=-"L~<'-'-M '--'-A -'-'I N_,__.Z::._;:;U,,_,_N..!...I V_,_,E=-'-R_,_,,S:..:.l ...!.T_._Y --'E""'L"""E:..::C~T.,:.,R=O ,,,,__N ,L~I'"-"N"--'A=C-'---) -..,.,----.,.,---
I NST IT UTZ ON ----}.l~Na...:iSLJ.I...i.I...i.Iul l,.J,.I--*-E 1~"1 R~KuE:..i:RuoNu:P:.i:iHucY...:>S...i.I-1'.l<4-· _ . .JJI O~H~A"llN>UNll-!E;..;S~GLL1 l4T-1;E~N-.Q.B~E~RG..,_-::.il.JJI N.ll.-luYuE:..;:Ri...;:SwI-"I_,,ALJ.T_ 
w cATioN MA r NZ, W-GrnMANY DATE _ ___,,2..1..0L+,-L2_,_,-.l.1 ..... 9,_zu.5 _ _ _____ _ 
IN CHARGE R, HERR REPORTED BY -----------
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, dat e 1962 MODEL tests 
ENG. DESIGN, date -----
CONSTRUCTION, date 1964-1965 
FIRST BE'AM da te (or goa l) 19 ..... 66~----­
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 
OPERATION 100-1 2 0y1r....,/w_,k,_..;~(/J-J,,~T~a-rg_e_t--,,_---'l1~Q>---..,-hr_/;..,...w...,.k. 
TIME DIST., fo houoe )U %, Rutside 50 3 
USERS ' SCHEDULING CYCLE' l , , L 6 weeks ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~o~otaL ~ I~ : !86 ~~ 19&Y65 
FUNDED BY ----------------
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPME'NT 
SCI ENTISTS 1 ENGI NEERS 2 
TECHNICIA NS CRAFTS 1~ 
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL --
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year ---=----
OPERATED BY --- Res stafr or6• -- Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev "' ] · ] 0 OM 
FUNDED BY Go~RME.N.l-LlJrnas.u_'l) __ 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house 6 outside 4 
STA FF SCI ENTI STS, in house -in-- outsi de 5 
T01'AL RES STA PP, in house -- outsi~l~" 
GRAD STUDENTS invo lved dui•in~ it.,ea~ _ -W-----
RE'S . BUDGET, in hous e "' :JOU uOO 
FUNDED BY GOVERt1E tH (1 1.NDlE.RS I TY) 
FACILI TIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA , fixed __ _,l,,.,2::..:0~0'---------'-m11122 movab le 
TARGET STATIONS Q ·in Q ROOMS 
PHYSI CAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, l ength 50 m, X- sec (hXwJ 3,2 x 2,5 m 
ACCELERATOR, le'.!}Jth 36 m, dia . 30--cm 
BEAM, DIA. ___Q_,l_ cm; ENERGY GA IN _ _ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PAR'l.'ICLE FLUX BEAM 1REA 
(par t . / sec) (cm ) 
E MAX 3· 1014 0,1 









Y-B REMS 109 <MEv-I,sEc-1~20 M~ 
-- --
Y-MONO 106 10 0.02 2 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, t ime dist 
Basi c Nuclear Physics _____ > _9"-9;:___ __ --"lt 
Solid S tate Physics ...------------~~; 
Bio- Medical AppliQations _________ __,% 
Iso t ope Production -------,---+- -------0% 
Mac hi ne Re s ear ch ______ <__::=------~· 
__________________ __; 
__________________ __;% 
STATIONS SERVED AT '/'Fil!.' .')AME0TIME, m=. -o--=1=-,-___,,--..,... 
MA G SPECTROGRA PH, type J80 DOUBLE FOCU + ENE~~tE~SRz.,f/E:~I'frhJ/ DESCRI BI NG MACHINE 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode Z + 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR REHEARCn H, EHRENBERG EI AL, : Dr E ELEKTRONENSTREU-APPARATU 
FACI LITI ES f o;' : AM MAf NZER 30U MEV-EJE!n~ONEN-llt::lEARBESCHLEUN I GE 
I s otope p.roduc tion NUCL • NSTR • & METH, UJ U9/2) L'.)5 
Inadiation , Solid State H,HEBMINGHAUS,K,H,KAISER: DESI~N, CONSTRUCTION 
Biological AND f-lERFORMANCE Of. THE ENERGY LOMPRESS I NG SYSTEM 
Tinie -of-FZiuh t study OF THE Me.rnz 300 MEV ELECTRON Lr NAC: NucL, INSTR. 
On- Line Mass Separa tion & METH, ill <1973) 189 
Other ~TTER ING , ~QNOCHROMAT!C PHOTONS, 
PHOTON ABSORPT, + SCATTERING 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES : 
--------------------------------







ENTRY NO. 9 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOUR_CE_•' ---.-P.,...l.,...E,.,.R_C_E_G_U_N ___ __,._-,-_,,,..,...------
OUTPUT, ma.x __ ___,,,l..,.Q=Q=Q~c-----mA, at -"""50......_ -=-=---- keV, at _______ ir 17U71-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD d. µsea, at 150 Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE CONVEtfi !ONEL STAB II l ZF[) e..owER SI IPPLV 
Output,ma.x j mA, at -~50......_ _____ keV, at ir 17U71-mrad 
PRE BUNCHER -------
Poten·tia7, Q keV, lfl>1:ft Length ----------0....-.-., z(;,5,,__ m 
BuNCHER Potentiai keV, :B:i::#:J; Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q{x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µa 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, d£g. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 












2 85 .. 1.95 





ENTRY NO. 10 
NAME OF MACHINE -~D=A=R=M=S=T=A=DT~E=L=E~C~T=R=O~N~L~I~N=E=AR~A=C=C~E~L=E~RA,..,..,.T~O~R..,..,,(~D=AL'="IN~A~C~)..----."""''""'"""" ..... ~-----
INST ITUTION _ ___ I_N=S~T=IT=U~T~F_U_E_R_KE_R=N-P_H_Y_S_IK_,_T_E_c_HN'_I_s_c_HE~=H=OCH_s=c~H_ULr=E,,,.-D_A_R_M_S_TA_b_1_· _____ _ 
LOCATION DARMSTADT, GERMANY DATE FEBRUARY 1976 
IN CHARGE PROF. A. RICHTER - DR. E. SPAMER 
HIS'J.'ORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1960 MODEL tests 1960-62 
ENG. DESIGN, date ---------------~ 
CONSTRUCTION, date 1960-1961 
F'IRST BEAM date (or goal) FEBRUARY 10. 1962 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS Nl'!w INJECTOR 197 l 
OPERATION ....l20--hr/1'1k; On Target hr/ llJk 
TIME DIST. i n l1owle 97 %, outside .3 % 
USER:J 1 SCHEDULING CYCLE 2 - 3 1JJe.eka 
COST, ACCELERATOR - PM 1 MILLION IN 1960 
COST, PACILI'J.'Y, total - DM 4 5 MILLIONS 
FUNDED BY _____.Sl'l\TE . FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
AND GERMAN NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION (DFG) 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 2 ENGINEERS 
TECHNICIANS CRAFTS - - ---
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year __ _..7 _ _ _ 
OPERATED BY __]___Res staff or __]__Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev DM 200 OQQ .-- per ¥ear 
FUNDED BY S'T'ATR (WITHOUT SAI.l\RIES) 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house 13 outside 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house _.5._ outside - - --
'1.'0TAL RES STAFF, in house ____u__ outside ___ _ 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year 10 
RES. BUDGET, in house 250.000.-- per year 
FUNDED BY STATE AND DFG (WITHOUT SALARIES) 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
------------ - ----
REPORTED BY PROF. A. RICHTER 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 16 m,X-sec(hXw) 2.4x 3 m 
ACCELERATOR, length 6.60 m,dia. ~--cm 
BEAM, DIA . ..Q...JL_ cm; ENERGY GAIN ____:jQ_ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE PLUX BF.'AN IJ,8E'A 
(om") (part. /sec) 
e -2x10 14 0.2x0.2 
(~ 3oµA averaged) 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
Basic N't.<dear• I'11yeiaa 
Solid St.ate Phyafoa 








,,, • 5 
% 
% 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 Isotope Production -------------=--3 % -.. 
movable ----!i\""'a-"--'------ ----"1112 
2'AHGE'IJ.' 51'/J'l'J. ONS i n _ _ .._3 __ _.ROOMS 
S!l'A1'I ON.<; .<iEl?VE'D AT 'J.'llE .<;!'.ME TIME' max . 
MAG BPEC'J'RO(;f?llPll , liype _}1= 112 , 120° AND N=l/2 . 169o 
ON-UNT!: COMP//'l'ER, mCJ1 /rJ /. 1u 1 G PDP 11 120. eop 11 / 4 s 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 1QQ KVA 
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production ~-~----------
Irradiation, Solid State _ __ ......_ _ _ ____ _ 
Biological ~~-------------
Time-of-Flight Study------=:.____ ____ _ 
On-Line Mass Separation 
Other ELECTRON SCATTER-IN_G_ A_N_P_ A_T_O_M_I_C_P_H_Y_S_IC_S_ 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
Machine Research 
ATOMIC PHYSICS 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
F. Gudden, G. Fricke, H.-G. Clerc und P. 
Z. Physik 181, 453 (1964). 
5 
" 15 :"& 
"' 
Brix, 
H. Miska, H:D'. Graf, A. Richter, R. Schneider, D. Schull, 
E. Spamer, H. Theissen, O. Titze and Th. Walcher, 
Phys. Lett. 58B, 155 (1975). 
R.W. Frey, et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth., to be submitted 
---1Jl!lH RESOLUT ION BEAM HlilNOLING SYSTEM AND ENERG'{ LOSS SPECTROMETER WITH OVERALL ENERGY RESOW'l'ION 
OF LIE "' 30 keV AT INCIDENT ELECTRON ENERGIES BETWEEN 20 AND ?Cl M.eV 
20 
l , 
ENTRY NO. 10 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE ELECTRON GUN 
OUTPUT, ma:x: ==2.,..5_o_-=-_______ mA, at ----~1~5o~--- keV, at -=---------11 mm-mi>ad 
INJECTION PERi rJV 5 - 10 psec µsea, at 50 Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE !JTAGE - ---------------- ---
Output,ma:x: ------- --- mA, at ------ --- keV, at ----- - - 11 mm-mi>ad 
BUNCHER RF-PR~BONCHER 
I'o t e111.ia?. ------------ keV, Orift [;fmfJb1z - - ----"'-'-'' ]'-"'------- m 
Potential keV, Di>i'f l Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
I II III 
TYPE S- BANDLINAC 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 70 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 6.6 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 2856 
FIELD ~ODE 2 'TT/3 
Q(x ZO ) 13 
FILLING TIME, µs 1.2 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, nwnbei> 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP /CELL LENGTH RATIO 




GROUP VELOCITY 2.75x10 m/s 
PHASE VELOCITY c 
WAVE TYPE TRAVELLING 
SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 57 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type TV2011 KLYSTRON 
RF POWER UNITS, nwnber l 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 20 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 0.020 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 






ENTRY NO. 11 
NAME OF MACHINE GILB (GIESSEN ELECTRON LINEAR BESCHLEUNIGER) 
INSTITUTION STRAHLENZENTRUM DER UNIVERSITAET 
LOCATION 63 GIESSEN. LEIHGESTERNERWEG 2A DATE AUGUST 9. 1976 
IN CHARGE W. ARNOLD REPORTED BY _ _,,,W_,_. _,A,.,R,,.N,_,,O""L""D ______ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
lJ8SIGN, date 1965 MODh'L teats 1966 
ENC. . !JES TGN, date ___ l::o9::..:· 6,_,~'"'-'/-=6-'-7 _______ _ 
CON1J'l'F!UC1'ION, date ---,,,..,-'1"-'9::..:6~6CL/ .;:.6 z,__ ______ _ 
F'IRST IJE'AM Jato (or goaZ) --=l.:::..96;;:_:7'----------
MAJOR Al,'l'SHAT IONS --,--,.----o:--------'J::.::.9..:..7.::.2_...,..,,. _ __ .,--~ 
OPERAUON ~v:·/.,k; On TCJ'!)et 90 lri•/wk 
1'1ME.' D.l S'P. , ·~n house 90 %, outaidft J.0 % 
USERh' ' SCHEDULING CYCUJ: l-2 weaka 
COST, ACCELERATOR -,-----"-$6;;.cO::..:O:..i..::.0=.cOO~--,---------
COST, FACILITY, total $900 1 000 exc1. build.Log 
FUNDED BY _..::S-=.TA::.:oT::..:E::._ _____________ __ 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 1 ENGINEERS 1 
!~Z~ZI~I~~~R 5 o. 2 c:~!~ - -a=-\ ---
GRAD. STUDENTS invoZved dur>ing year -----
OPERATED BY -2QL Rea staff or 50% Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev ----'$""'6""'0_,_, "-00~0:..:./_....y..::e.::oar=---------
FUNDED BY STATE 
RESEARCH STAFF, not inaZuded above 
USER GROUPS, in house 4 outside _-"2'----
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house -6- outside 2 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house 15 outside - --=5---
GRAD STUDENTS invoZved durin(I yeru" _..::l c::.O ___ __ 
RES. BUDGET, in house $20 , 000 
FUNDED BY 30% State, ?""0~%,..;..,.,F-ed::..:e-'r-a~l-------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed ____ __:::3.:::.00:::._ _______ ,_.m 2 
movabZe m2 
TARGET STATIONS 3 in 2 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max, 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode Z_T_E_L_E_F-UN_K_E_N_T_R8~6-----
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH - -=2.....:MW:.:.:.:..... ___ _ 
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope produation x 
Irradiation, SoZid ""s"'"ta- t.,...e---=-------
BioZogiaai Time-of-Flight -=s,.,-tr-W.~y----__.,, _____ _ 
On-Line Maas Separation----------
Other Nuclear Phvsics 
+ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, Length 20 m,X-aea(hXw) X m 
ACCELERATOR, 'length 9 m, dia, ---1s---em 
BEAM, DIA. __ l __ am; ENERGY GAIN ___ B__ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE I"LUX IJEAM ~HEii ENERGY llE/E 
(part. /i;ec) (cm ) (Ge VJ (%) 
e 1015 1 __Q_JQ_ 3 
+ io9 
......Q.:..QL 3 e 1 
101J lO ~ ~ 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
Basia NuaZear Phyaias _______ 7~5~-----"% 
SoZid State Phyaias 1 % 
Bio-MediaaZ AppZiaations S % 
Isotope Produation 5 % 
Maahine Researah 5 % 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
.., 
" 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: e- converter i n between sections , mono-e1ierge t c y-fac i l i t y 
(b J:yllium target) 
22 
P,N'l'RY NO. ll 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE Triode 
rnA, OUTPUT, max -----:-~l=-----,--:-----­
INJECTION PBHIOD _.....O.'--'O=l,,__/ -=-0'-". l""-/~2~----
at 
JJsee, at BDOLBOOL2DD 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE -------------------
Output,max ---- ------ rnA, at 
BUNCHER or el c t r uns 
keV, at 
Hz 
.,.,.... _______ ir mm-mrad 
keV, at 
-------- ir mm-mrad 
Poterl't iul earth keV, 







BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x ZO ) 
FILLING TIME, JJS 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, em 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, em 
DIAMETER, em 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 






travelling "!~Ve (two section~-----








11 / 2 









ENTRY NO. 12 
NAME OF MACHINE Linac I Elec tron-In jector 
INSTITUTION --""~~~ ~y-------------~--,-----------------
LOCATION Hamburg , Germany DATE 29-3-76 
IN CHARGE H. Kumpfert 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date -~l~95~9~ __ MODEL tests l=9~6~l~l~62~-­
ENG. DESIGN, date ---------------
CONSTRUCTION, date --------------
FIRST BEAM date (or goal ) _ _ Ma==y--=1=9-"'6=1 _____ _ 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 1968 LlnJ. , Vac. ) . 1975 (Eoerc.tl_ 
OPERATION Jhll.}ll'/wk; On Target hY'/liJk 
TIME DIST., in hous1~ %, -o-u""'"ts- 1..-d-=-e -- % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCL~ weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR --=-2 ....:M.:..::D""'M -----------
COST, FACILITY, total, _4---"'M=DM~---------­
FUNDED BY Fede r l Government , City of Hamburg 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS _ _..._ _ _ 
TECHNICIANS 5 CRAFTS -----
ADNIN c') c1..1-,·u 'l'OTllL _ __,,6'-----
Gllli/) . S'.l'U/Jfo.'NTS ir1110/:ved dw'in:t yecrr 
OPER/i'.l'ED IJY Ros stoj'f 01' - s--=p_ o_p_. __ 
BUDGE:q', or & dev - 0 . 5 MDM/ye;ir --
FUNDED BY _ _ D_ES~Y--------------
RESEARCH STAFF, not inoZuded above 
USE!i' GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
S'./'AFJ" 8('IEN7'1STS, in house outside __ _ 
'/,'OTA!, FfEB ::J1.'1ll!F in house outside __ _ 
GRAD S'l'UDEN'l'S ·i.nvo Zved during year ------
RBS. flUDCF.'1', in house 
FUNDED BY -----------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA~0;~%~~ ____ l_O ________ :; 
TARGET STATIONS l i.n 1 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED A'./' 'l'HE .~AME TIME, ma.:c. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode l. * __ PJ_lf_1 _15 ________ _ 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH -------
FACILITIES for: -
Isotope produation -------------
Irradiation, SoZid State 
BioZogioaZ -------------~ 
Time-of-Flight Study ---- -------
On-Line Mass Separal;'ion -----------
Other Inj e Lor for Sync~hrotron 
* 
REPOR1'lW BY _.-R""'.~W=ald=l=1 a~u=s~e"'-'-n _____ _ 
PHYSIC/IL DIMENSIONS 
'rUNNEL, 7.ength ~~11,X-flea(hXw) __ x _ _ m 
ACCElFJRA'I'Oli', 'length 7,5 m, d'i'.a. JO em 
BEAM, DIA . _i__ <~m; ENKRGY GAIN _JL_ NeV/m 






1 . 6 x 1013 _ __,0.......,8~ 





Basfo NuaZer.u• Phye·ics ------- -------':.. 
Sot.id f)tate Physiaa ~--------------'"' 
Bio-MedicaZ AµpZicatiomJ % 
Isotope Produ.ation _ _ ______ _ _____ % 
/!Ja(lh-/,ne ]?esearah % 
~ 
----------------------% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
A 40 MeV electron-accelerator for Germany 
by M.C. Crowley-Milling 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: ___ f o_r--'l_i_n_a_c~o~pe_r~a~.t~· i_o~n~<r~e~u~1o~t~e-=-co~n~t~T~·o~l~)~.------------------
Prehu nche~ for 500 }filz (Synchrotron rf - f requency) 
Chopper for s ingle bunch, or .l ou t of 4 , or 1 out o.f 16 bunches in 500 MHz . ad !ustabl e pul se l e ng rb 
24 
ENTRY NO. 12 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOUR~C~E-~E~l~e~c~t~r~on"-'G~u~n'-----------------
OUTPUT, max ______ 4_0_0~ ____ mA, at -----':>I-.---- keV, at =--- ------11 mm-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD l.5 µsec, at Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE -------------------
Output,max - --------- mA, at --------- keV, at - ------- 11 mm-mrad 
BUNCHER integrated in first section 
Potential, ------------ keV, mfi Length -------~~------ m 
Potential, keV, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mrl,/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, lillAt kW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 







Travelling Wave Structure 
0.05 - 60 












Klystron K211 EEV; YklllO Va_l~v-o ____ _ 
5 
6.5 per unit 
1 per unit 
25 
III 
ENTRY NO. 13 
NAME OF MACHINE BAM-Linac 
INSTITUTION --=B=-und'=""e_s an--s-,-t-al~t----...,f'"'Ur,----=M-=-a_,t,__e_r_i,--a--,1=-p-r-ili~-un-g ____________ _ 
LOCATION 1000 Berlin 45 DA'J.'E --~2=8,,_,,'--"6'-'.'--'7-=6'-----------
IN CHARGE ___ __,P,_.=------cJ=-o=.s ..:.t _______ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
1972 DESIGN, date -=-"1~9~7~0 ___ MODEL tests 
ENG. DESIGN, date __ 1,__9,_.7~0~----------
CONSTRUCTION, date -~.,_,...._ _________ _ 
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) 1973 MAJOR ALTERATIONS ____,__._,__,__ ______ _ 
OPERATION _'j__hr/wk; On Target ----~4- hr/wk 
TIME DIST., in house 100 %, outside % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE 52 weeks 
COST, ACCELE'RATOR 1 , 5 • 10 mill , DM 
COST, FACILITY, total 2, 5 • 10 mill. DM 
FUNDED BY Government 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS 
TECHNICIANS CRAFTS -----
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 4 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year -=----- -
OPERATED BY Res staff or Sp op. 
BUDGET, op &~ --
FUNDED BY 
---------------~ 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside __ _ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house outside 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year ---
RES. BUDGET, in house 
FUNDED BY ----- ----- -
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed ________ _.......__ __ m2 
movable m2 
TARGET STATIONS in ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED A!l' 'l{JE Sl!f.JB Z'l'MI!.', max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type ------------
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model - -----------
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 1 
FACILITIES for: ---~---
Isotope production =-:--.,..------ - -'- --
Irradiation, Solid State _ _ ___ __._ __ _ 
Biological 1 
Time-of-Flight Study ----- --- ---
On-Line Mass Separation 
Other - - - ------ -




TUNNEL, length m,X-sec(hXw) X m 
ACCELERATOR, length 4 m, dia • . -- 3Qein 
BEAM, DIA. ____Cl_._}_ cm; ENERGY GAIN _____9MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM 1REA ENERGY 
(part./sec) (cm ) (GeV) 
e 400 uA 0.08 __Q._Q25 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
11E/E 
(%) 
Basic Nuclear Physics -------------'% 
Solid State Physics % 
Bio-Medical Applications % 
Isotope Production 1 O % 
Machine Research % 
v-Actiyation analysis 80 % 
n-radiography 10 % 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
ENTRY NO. 13 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCb' indirect heated tantalum disc Pierce) 
OUTPUT, max 0. 00 mA , at 0 keV at -:-:------ ---- 11 mm-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD l~ µsec a·t 300 llz 
HIGH VOLTAGE S1'AG!!J - ---- --------------
Output, max mA, at keV, at ------- 11 mm-mrad 
BUNCHER 
Poten-t;r-~-1i-------------ke-V-,-Dri-.f-t J,e_n_g_t~h--- m 
Potential keV, Drift Length ----------- -- m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT}, MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x ZO } 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, MQ/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 






trav . wave 
















2 x 10 





ENTRY NO. 14 
NAME OF MACHINE FRASCATI LIN AC (INJECTOR TO ADONE) 
INSTITUTION -C----'N'-'-'-'E=· ~N~~-=="'-'-'-'-"--~"-=~~~~-'-'~~~-----------
LOCATION Frasca ti DATE 8~/~M=a=r~c~h~/~1_9_'[~6 ______ _ 
IN CHARGE __ _,S"--''--"T,_,_A_,_,Z:..oZ:..:.A==.R..:I,__ ______ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 62 MC)J)EL teste ------
ENG. DESIGN, dnte _ _,6,__ __________ _ 
CONSTRUCTION, date _6~~ ---,....,,---------
FIRST BEAM date (or aoalJ __ 6-=...=.6 _______ _ 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 
ON.'!IA 'I' !ON l 20 lu•_,/;,....bJk."• ,-. --:O:-n--:::Tt-1 1-·~1-e--:t------.-h!-·/i...,.1....,..~k 
1'TMe' /JI.'J'l'. , in l1oune %, outside )ii 
l18F.JRS ' :JClfE!JULJ Nfi CYCLG' weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR 2 Ml ( 64) 
COST, FACILITY, totaZ 1. "'! Mf ( 64) 
FUNDED BY CNR • CNEN 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT Linac + Storage Ring 
SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS 4 
TECHNICIANS 15 CRAFTS 25 
ADMIN. & CLER TOTAL 4 9 
GRAD. STUDENTS invoZved dU'!'i11{J year ...., 2 
OPERATED BY --- Res etaff or _x __ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev N 250. 000 z /year 
FUNDED BY INFN 
RESEARCH STAFF, not inaZuded ~ove 
l/,';/i'R f:ROlll'fJ, in house __J_ outside 3 ( 5 ) 
8'1.'A.L•'r' SC rrm•r IS'l'.';, -in lrous 1 14-t;side 12{TB) 
'l'OTAL l/lo.'ii STAFF'"' ht hou rz l l - outsidf'J 20 ( 23 ) 
W/i/) DT/l/JF:N'I'S frn>ol1 ml dw•inr1 y rn• ~~6 ___ _ 
li'TW . 81//JW.''I', in hniisc _ ,.,_50000 H /y a r 
FUNDED BY INFN 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed 50 1112 
~~~ r 
TARGET STATIONS 2 in 2 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME 1'IMI?,, max. _ 1_-:-_2 __ _ 
REPORTED BY Scrimaglio • Tazzari 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, lenvth 80 m,X- secdhXwJ 4 X 3 m 
ACCELERM'OR, /.enyt1t 60 111,dia. -- ---am 
BEAM, DTA . -1--.-§ cm; ENERGY GAIN~ MeV/m Av. 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM ~EA ENERGY hE/ E 
reart./a a) (am ) (GeVJ ( %) 
e + 9 . 1011max 2 cm.mrad---=.l.!_ +l 
+ 10 x 10 0.03f0.15 +10 
____ o.oa.,.0.3 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time diet 
Basia NuaZear Physiaa _ 3_0 __________ % 
SoZid State Physiaa % 
Bio-MediaaZ App Licat~ons % 
Isotope P'I'oduation % 
Maahine Reaearah % 
% 
~--------------------% 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type pair ,Compton ,energy loss .1a9~ezrt!TE§~MWEs DESCRIBING MACHINE 
ON•LINE COMPUTER, mode'!,------------
TOTAL POWER INSTALr:ED FOR RESEARCH -~l~M.._.y._l _ _ 
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope produation -=-....,....------- ---
Irradiation, SoUd State ----------
BiofogiaaZ i n pro.l e ct 
Time-of-FUght .?tudy ------ -----
On-Line Mass Sepai•a/:1:()11 -.......,-,--,=--......,.,...,.....-,,-,,--
Other Nuc lear Physics with 1T a nd ¥ beams 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: :l An.a:ular acceptance 
F.Amman,R.Andreani: L'acceleratore lineare 
per elettroni e positroni - LNF Int.Report 
LNF 63/'46, 1963. 
F.Amman,R.Andreani,J.Haimson,C.Nunan: 
Positron acceleration in the Frascati '450 MeV 
Linear Accelerator - Proc.Lin.Acc.Conference, 
Los Alamos (1966) . 
6 mrad. around o0 
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ENTRY NO. 14 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE Indirect heating, 3 KV bombarder, Pierce geometry 
OUTPUT, max - - · 4QQO mA, at 120 keV, at -:-o--"'-1~0~2 _ ___ 11 rrun-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD 4 µsec, at Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE ---- - - --- ----------
\'fi ~ BUN~;~ut,~crrc_u_1=-a-r__,R;:o,Fo;--c-a-v-i'""t-y--=T""M""'o~1~A, at -------- keV, at------- 11 rrun-mrad 
PotentfoZ - - - -------- ke V Dr i j't Length ____ ._2""'5 ________ m 
Potential, keV, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x 7,0 J 
FILLING TIME, µa 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/ CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 










TM01, 2 Tl' /3 
13000 
.57 
. 2 ~ 3 
~,_.62 -
_ ,\3.5 cm __ 
5 J 6 106m/s 









1 x section 
29 
II High energy 
constant gradient 
1 05·440@ i =O 
8x5 04 
2856 




<;] • 5 
.07•,255 
.,go 




1 x sect oq 
8 soleno ds 
(2400 Gau sx5 m each) 
III 
ENTRY NO. 15 
NAME OF MACHINE RILAC (Riken Ion Linear Accelerator) 
INSTITUTION The 1-nstltute of Physical and Chemical Resear.Ch (Uken) 
LOCATION Wako-shi, Saitama, 35l Japan DA~E Feb· 25 1976 
IN CHARGE -----~M~· ~O~d~e~r~a'-- ----~ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1971 MODEL tests _1~9~72_-_1~9~7~4 __ 
ENG. DESIGN, date ------=1~9~7~4-1~9~7~5'-- ----~ 
CONSTRUCTION, date ____ 1~9~7~5_-~19~7~9~-------
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) 1980 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 
OPERATION hz•~/-wk~,-. -On--T-a-rg_e_t _______ rl1'-/!JJ-k 
~~;~s~I~~HEDt2IZ~u~~C-LE ____ %, outside w-e~ek~s ___ % 
COST, ACCELERATOR $ 4,200,000 
COST, P/WILJ'T:t, total $ 7 830 000 
FUNDED BY Science and Technology Agencv 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 2 ENGINEERS 6 
TECHNICIANS 3 CRAFTS ------
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL - ----
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year --=-----
OPERATED BY Res staff or Sp op. 
BUDGET, op &deV --
FUNDED BY-------------- - -
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside __ _ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house outside __ _ 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year ------
RES. BUDGET, in house ------------
FUNDED BY 
-----------------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed 1500 m2 
movable m2 
TARGET STATIONS -::6---.... -z.n---3,,----------,R=-cO::--:Q='Ms 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME 'l'IMg, max. ___ l __ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type none 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model not determined yet 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 
FACILITIES for: -------
Isotope production .,,...,,.....,-------------
Irradiation, Solid State _________ _ 
Biological 
Time-of-Flight Study 
On-Line Mass Sepo.Pa tfon ----------
Other 
------------ -------
REPORTED BY --~M~·~O~d=e-ra ______ _ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 46 m,X-sec(hXw)~X___!)__m 
ACCELERATOR, length 20 m,dia. cm 
BEAM, DIA. ___ cm; ENERGY GAINJ.~MeV/m 
















Basic NucZea1• Phys·ios -----'3'""0'--______ % 
Solid State Physice 20 ~ 
Bio-Medical App l.·iaations 10 ::.I 
Isotope Production % 
Machine Research 20 % 
Other Fields and % Ma~i~n~t~e~n=an=c~e=-w~o~r~k--------2-0 _______ %_ 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: A Wider~e-tyoe low energy accelerator for very heavy elements, 
A quarter-wave coaxial resonator is used as an acceleratin~ structure. Resonant 




TYPE OF SOURCe Indirectly-heated PIG fo'r mult iply-charged Ions 
OUTPUT, max 10 mA, a t 50 Q keV, at =------- --lf mm-mr>ad 
INJECTION PERIOD continuous psec nt Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE Cockcroft-Walton 
Output,max 5 mA., at 500 Q keV, at - --- --- 1f mm-m:r>ad 
BUNCHER A quarter-wave coaxial 
Pot e nt1:ai 3 kev, Drift Lenath _ _____ _,_ _______ m 
Potential keV, Dr>ift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x ZO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number> 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mrl./m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number> 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 






Combination of quarter wave resonators 
0. 5g-20g 
20 
20 "' 40 
Tr 





0 . 6 "' 0 . 33 






1 for each tank 
40 
100 "' 700 
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III 
ENTRY NO. 16 
NAME OF MACHINE Injector Linac for KEK 12 GEV PS 
INSTITUTION Natfonal Laboratory for Big!') Energy Physica 
LOCATION Oho- muchi, Ts llkuba, Ibaraki, Japan DATE Fnbruary 20 , 1976 
IN CHARGE J · Tanaka REPORTED BY J • Tanaka 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1966 MODEL tests 
ENG. DESIGN, ~d~a-te ___ l9_7_0_ ------
1967 
CONSTRUCTION, date -~A~p~r~i~l_l_9~7_1 _ _ .,..._~~----
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) August 1, 1974 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS OPER/iTlON ___ hr~/w_k,.._;_O_n_P,_a_r_g_e_t _____ _ h.r /wk 
Tiftf]!; DIS'I' . , 'Lit hO!iS (~ ti ' outcn:ae x 
USERS ' SCl!l!.'l)UL.TNa CYCLB (- 3Ql weeks 
COS'J.' , A()(;/;'LERA'l'OR _____,,,.--2_._B_ M'--S ________ _ 
COS?.', PAl'IUTY, t ota. 
FUNDED BY Ministry of Education 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 11 ENGINEERS 
TECHNICIANS 5 CRAFTS ---- -
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 16 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year _ n_o_n_e __ _ 
OPERATED BY ___ Res staff or __ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev 1.1 M$ FUNDED BY Min-i~· s_t_r_y_o~f-E~• d~u-c-a~t~i-o_n _____ _ 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside ---
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside ---· 
2'0TAL RES STAFF, in house outside 
GRAD STUDENTS involved duri-:;zgyear ---
RES. BUDGET, in house 
- ------------
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 50 m, X-sec (hXw) 4 · 7 X 5. 5 m 
ACCELERATOR, length 15.S m,dia. --9~m 
BEAM, DIA. ~cm; ENERGY GAIN .l:..:l__ MeV/m 













Basic Nuclear Physics ____________ % 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movable ------------m2 
TARGET STATIONS in ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FO"""R-,R"""E""s""E,...,A"'Rc""H;:--------
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production 
Irradiation, Solid State 
Biological -~-----------~ 
Time-of-Flight Study -----------
On-Line Mass Separation 
Other ---------~ 
Solid State Physics % 
Bio-Medical Applications % 
Isotope Production Z 
Machine Research % 
% 
- - --------------------%-
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
1. Proc. U.S.-Japan Seminar on High Energy 
Accelerator Science, p.279 (1973) 
2. KEK Annual Report 1971-1974 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: This machine is an injector for the KEK 12 GeV Proton Synchrotron. 
Therefore the organization is also a part of KEK 12 GeV PS department, and the linac 





ENTRY NO. 16 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE Duoplasmatron 
OUTPUT, max 260 mA, at _____ 5_0~--
INJECTION PERIOD 20 µsec, at 20 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAG--E--c-·o_c_k_c_r_o_f c-· ~w-a_l_t_On-- ------- ----
keV, at 2.0 (normalized) 
Hz 
Output, max 160 mA at 
BUNCHER COAXIAL (TWO GAPS) ---------
kev, at -4 (normalized) 750 
Po·tentia7. ________ 20 ____ keV, 01•1'.ft £1.mu th --------------




BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 






Drift tube Linac 
O. 75(IN) 20.3(0UT) 
15.5 
200 




88 + l/2 x 2 
4. 8 - 20. 7 
18 
0.21 - 0.32 








8 - 2 
BEAM OUTPUT . max,> 100 mA. at <4, n nmm-mrad 
BEAM PULSE W[])T!l 0 , 5 - 30 J!S 







ENERGY SPREAD AF, /E (10 ±0, 3 WIT!LO.Ell>LUJ....u..,,_ _____________________ _ 
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5N1'RY NU. J 7_ 
NAM!:,' OF MACI1IN8 TOHOKU 300 MeV ElJlC'l'IlON LINEAR ACCELERATOR 
lNS1'ITUTlON LAllOHA'l'ORY OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE, TOHOKU UNIVERSITY 
LOCATION SENDAI, J APAN DATE:: --=J-=u:.::l'-"y-=2.::..9..:.' -=l..:..9_76.;;_ ________ _ 
IN CHARGE ___ Y_. _1_·o_RI_ z_u_KA ___ _ _ ___ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 19E>J MODEL t ests 1964-1965 
T;'NG. DESIGN, date --=l'-"9"""6_4_--=l.:..9_6_5 ___ _______ _ 
CONSTRUCTION, date __:l:.;9:...:6:.:5:_-_:l:.::9-=6...:.7 __________ _ 
F'IRST lf/l'AM date (or goal) May 24, 1967 
MA.JOH ALTE'RA1'10NS ENERGY COMPRESSING SYSTEM 1976 
OPERATION _11Q_jlY'/wk; On TllY'(Jet 105 hr/wk 
'J.'IME DlST., in house so %, outside 50 % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCU-____ 2 7 weeks 
COS1', ACCE&Eli'A 1'0R u. s . . $L l=-. 7'-"M'--'(-=¥-=5.::.0. :..0!"'1)'---- -----
CO.W, FAClUTY, total _U . S . ~l. 7M (¥500M i nte gr a t ed ) 
PllND!W BY Gove~men t ( tlnistq of. 'Ed uc ation) 
ACCBLERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 5 ENGINEERS 2 
TECHN1CTAN!•" iJ CRAFTS 0 
AJJMIN ,i, r'Ll-:R l 'l.'O'J.'AL 12 
a!M/1. :iTUDll'NTS i1mo1ved tl1wi.11r? yeOJ' l 
01'8RA'n7J Bi' .l!!S.!!Y- Ree atajJ o:r _ 6_ .Sp ap . 
l!U{)(;l!,'!J.' "l! & dev u. s • $0 . 4M ( lfl20M} 
FUNDED BY Government (Ministry of Education) 
RESE'ARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house 6 outside 40 
STAPF SCit:NTISTS, in house --6 outside 70 
TOTA r, RES STAFF, in house 6 outside 120 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during yeaY' _ _ 5_o ___ _ 
RES. BUDGET, in house U. S • $0. 2M ( ¥60M) 
FUNDED BY Government (Ministry of Educa t i o n) 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED ARE'A, fixed 1300 
movable o 




STATIONS SERVED AT Tllr:: ,r;,1m~· 7'IME, max . _ 1 _ ___ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAl'H, type Magic angle ,Brown-Buchner 
ON-LIN/',' COMPUTER, mode l _o;...;;K_I_T_A_;:,C_- _4 _50_o _ ____ _ _ 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 
FACiiITIES j'or: --------
Isotope pY'oduction pne uma t i c tubes 
IrY'adlah'.on, SoZid State e ulsed neutron source 
Hlo logical de f o c using magnet 
Time-of-Flight Stud!/ .12 5m a nd 25m fl.ight t ubes 
On-Line Mass SepaI'atim1 -----------
OtheP 
------------- - - -----
REPORTED BY __ M_. _o_Y_AMAD _ A ______ _ 
Plll'S fCllL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length _s_s __ m, X-aea (h.XM)~X_J __ m 
ACCF;LERATOR l engt h 45 m, d·ia. 0 <.!111 
lIEllJ.1 , DIA . 0 . 5 am; ENERGY GAIN 9 MeV/in 
SOft/l;' TYPff.'M PRIMARY f.XTERNAL ANn 
SE:CONDl1RY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM 1REA ENERGY M'/E' 
(part. / s ec) (cm ) (GeV) (% ) 
~lectron 20 µA 0.1 250 MeV 0.2 
electron 120 µA l 60 MeV 
_5 ___ 
thermal neutron l012n/cm2s 3cm~x9 mev 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time diet 
Basic Nt.ic l-ea.r Pllysioa 60 % 
SoZid State Physics 1 5 % 
Mo-Medical App l1:aati ons - - - --=5:........ _____ _:l:: 
~~~~~~= ~~~~~~;~on -------~1~;------~~ 
-----------------------~z _____ _ _ ________ _ ____ ____:%
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
Y. Torizuka et al. , "It. :!O~. ':le.V Electron Linea:c Accelerator 
of Tohoku University" Oyobutsuri E.._ (1968) 690 
(in Japanese) 
M. oyamada,"Tohoku 300 MeV Electron Linac as a Pulsed 
Neutron Source", Proceedings for the Symposium on 
Intense Pulsed Neutron Sources in Japan, Tokai. 
(March 1975) 91 
OTHEll NOTABLE FEATURES : ----,-..,-:--:--.,-----=-,--,,----,,,--,-,--.----~--~-~--=~~~~...,...­
l. 'l'he de t ector s ystems which ha v e be e n adopted f o r t he two ma gne t ic spect rometer s are consist of 
100 SSD (Si(Li )) respectively. 
2 . The uls ed neutron source was installed In t he react or-like s hieldi ng around which various 
ne utron facilities are distribu ted. E i gh user s groupes ca n e xecu e ~e e 
simultaneously and aJ.l data are processed by a s mall on - line c ompu ter . 
3. Ene rgy Compressi ng Sys tem (ECS) was Ins tall ed and very s uccess f Uily s et into o pe r ati on 
i n July 1976. 
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ENTRY NO. 17 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE Impregnated cathod tyoe electron gun (triode) 
OUTPUT, max mA, at ---~8~----- keV, at ..,,11,...~ _______ rr mm-mrad INJECTION PERIOD µsea, at --~'0=0~-----~ ~ 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE ---------..,.-....,----------
Output,max ----------- mA, at --------- keV, at -------- rr mm-mrad 
BUNCHER 
Po'/;:en-·/;1-:a_'l __ -_-_-_-_-_-~_-_-~_-:_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~-lc-e-V-,-Dr-'!-~. f~t;-L-e-ng-, -tl_i _ __ m 
Potential- ------------ keV, Drift Length ====~===~~~~~~==~~~=======~~- m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mfl./m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 



























































ENTRY NO. 18 
NAME OF MACHINE ____ J_A_ER_I_L_i_n_a~c-----,,-----------------
INSTI'l'U'l'ION - -J-a-pan Atomic En z:gy Reseai:ch Institu te 
iOCA'/'ION 1:okai-mura , Ibaraki-ken , Japan DATE --=J-=un=e_7'-'----'1'"'"9-'-7-'-6 ________ _ 
IN CHARGE ---~A~·~A~s~a~m~i ________ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1970 MODEL tests------
ENG. DESIGN, date __.A~o~r~i.l--.19~7w0.__ ________ _ 
CONSTRUCTION, date April 1070 - March 1972 
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) _ _.A .. l',_...r ... i..._l_..19..,.7~2~----­
MAJOR ALTERATIONS~------------~ 
OPERATION _gfL_}r1•/wk ; On 'l'tii'{Jet. 30 111"/r~k 
TIME DIST. , in house 80 %, outa·ide 20 % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE weekn 
COST, ACCELERATOR _f~~2~4~5~M~i~l~l~i~o~n _______ _ 
COST, FACILITY, total f 390 Million 
FUNDED BY Science and Techn6lo~y A~ency 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
~~~~z~~~~~s 1 ENG~~~~~~ ------
------ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year --"'----
OPERATED BY Res staff or Sp op. 
BUDGET, op &~ ~ 33Million (1975) 
FUNDED BY Science and Technology Agency 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house __ 2 _ outside _..:.2 __ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house __ 8_ outside _..:.3 __ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house 8 outside -~3 __ 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year 1 
RES. BUDGET, in house 1 10 Million 
FUNDED BY Science and Technology Agency 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movable ------------(112 
TARGET STATIONS 4 in 3 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. __ l ___ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type ------------
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FO'R"-R""E""'s=E'"""'A-=R-=cH::-:---------
FACILIT IES for: 
Isotope production -,,,---_._on_e__, ______ _ 
Irradiation, Solid State one for solid state 
Biological -~-----------~ 
Time-of-Flight Study 7 neutron TOF tubes 






TUNNEL, length m,X-sec(hXw) __ X __ m 
ACCELERATOR, length 13 m,dia. 10 cm 
BEAM, DIA.~ cm; ENERGY GAIN MeV/m 













Basic Nuclear Physias ------~715..--------:~ Solid State Phys·lea ~-----------~'" 
Bio-Medical App'lications % 
Isotope Production % 
Machine Research Z 
Reactor Phy % 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
H.Takekoshi ~t al : "Design, Construction and 
operation of JAERI - Linac", 
JAERI Report 1238 (1975) (in Japanese) 
ENTRY NO. 18 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOUR;::.CE=-_ .::.T"'ri:::.:o:..:d:.=e:__::::el:::.:e::.::c:..:t"'-r "-on,,__-"g'-"uc:.:n...,.__,--_______ _ 
OUTPUT, max _ __________ mA, at -~l=O=O ______ keV, at -;;--------11 mm-mr>ad 
INJECTION PERIOD O. 03 ,._, 2 µsec, at 150 Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE --=!'-------------------
Output ,max -------=--=--..,,-....,,..- mA, at _________ keV, at ________ 11 mm-mr>ad 
BUNCHER -----F-/1"-w_=__,o~·~9~5~c~,'--=2~>-.-'--lo_n~g._.,. __ ..__,c-:---~---
Pote11tia7, ------------ keV, Dr>ift Length -------------- 111 
Potential keV, Dr>ift Length 111 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number> 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 
RF POWER FEED SPACING, m 
QUADRUPOLES, number> 




































ENTRY NO. 19 
NANI<: OF MACllINl!J 33 MeV f;'rL El ec t:o11 Li nen Aecelera tor 
IN!J'J.'11'U'J'fON El ectrotechnical La boratory, Age nc v of tndustrial Science and Tachnotogl'.'...__ 
WC:A'l'ION Tooash l 
1 
'('olqla , .Japan DATE --"M:!!a-"-r""cl~1--'3,_.__.l:...:;9..:.7.=.6 ________ _ 
IN CHARGE T. Tomiroasu 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date MODEL tests ------
ENG. DESIGN, date ---------------CONSTRUCTION, date __M_a~x~~~,l~1,'---"l~9~6~3 _______ _ 
FIRST BEAM date (or aaal.) September, 1963 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS _ __,,J~u~no=..1., -"-L '~~6~9,__ ______ _ 
OPERATION _ 3_0_11:r-/1vk; 011 'l'a1y1el 25 hr>/tJk 
'f'l/.ll?. DIS'/' , , in house 70 Z outside 30 % 
USl;'ft'S 1 scmmuLINC C"tCLJE weeks 
COST, ACCELERA'l'OR ---------- -----
COST, FACILITY, tota 
FUNDED BY Japanese Government 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS l 
7'E(,'l(NTCIANS CRAFTS ----
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 2 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year ------
OPERATED BY --- Res staff OP~ Sp op . 
BUDGET, op & dev --------------FUNDED BY Japanese Government 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house ___]_ outside 3 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house 6 outside 5 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house ~ outside 5 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year 1 
RES. BUDGET, in house ------------FUNDED BY Japanese Government 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed 332 m2 
movable m2 
TARGET STATIONS two in two ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. __ o...:n:.:e:..._ __ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 180° doubl e fo c using 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FO=R-R=E=s=E-A--R--CH _____ 5_0_0_ KW __ _ 
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production Yes 
Irradiation, Solid State Yes 
Biological ---------------
Time-of-Flight Study .-------:t.e.S'---




REPORTED BY T. Tomimasu 
PHYSICAL DiftfE'NS.fONS 
TUNNEL, 'Length m,X-sec(/J)(J,)) X m 
ACCELERATOR, Zengt11 1. 2x3 m, dia . -- ---am 
B£'AN, DIA . ~cm; ENERGY GAIN _!Q_ /.feV/m 

















Basic Nuclear Pltye·ics 30 % 
Solid State Physics-.----------- ----=% 
Bio-Medical AppUcat1:ons % 
Isotope Produetion % 
Maehine Research % 
Nuclear Engineeri ng % 
- -% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
M. Nakamura, A New Method of Computing RF Properties 
of Disk-Loaded Wave Guides of Electron Linear Accele-
rator, DPNU 38 (Nagoya University, 1969) 
T. Tomimasu, T. Mikado, and Y. Tsuchiya, The 33 MeV 
ETL Electron Linear Accelerator, Bul. Electrotech, 




TYPE OF SOURC::..:E=--- --------,----.------:- -------
OUTPUT, max ~--,,.,.,.,- -----~L-=-0-=-00=--_mA, at ------~l~D~O- keV, at 11 mm-m:r>ad 
INJECTION PERIOD ________ __,_4_ µsea, at -------~~- -;-;Hz ______ _ 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE ----------,---,----------
Output,maz --------~4"'-0><- mA, at ------~......,- keV, at -------- 11 mm-m:r>ad 
BUNCHER constan t phase-v-eloclty s tr ue t u'l:n (0 . 958c) 
Poten-,-t-i"'""· a-l,--_ ~_:-~-~--_ --~-~-~-=_ =_ -=-_ -_ '"'_~_~_ ~--=-_ ~_:_ ~-~_:7k~eV~,~D~r>->;-·i f"=t~L~e~n~g"""ih.---- m 
Potential. ------------ keV, Drift Length =::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::= m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x Z.O ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, nwnbe:r> 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, nwnbe:r> 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 






E I pc tron......Li.na c 
0.1 - 33 















ENTRY NO. 20 
NAME OF MACHINE _E:..l:..e:..c:..t:..r:..o:..n_l_in_e_ar _ a_c_c_e_l_e_ra_t_o_r __________________ _ 
INSTITUTION -----"R~e~s~eAffurc~ti1~B~e~a~c~1-uor'-'-Iun~s~t~i~t1u1 twe=--.,,.....,K~~~o~to.._,r~1r~11uv~e~rs.,.,.._11~- ~'-----------
LOCATION K1J1na t-or1 ,Sennan-gun,Oc;aka ,Jamn Dll'l!E --e.fi'e~hu...._,,2°"4t..,-..1.1~97./-J6"------ -----
IN CHARGE Tosbi kaz11 Sb1bata REP0ll1'8D BY Yosh iak1 ID1JHa 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date MODEL teats ------
ENG. D8SIGN, date I~l512-G of Applied Radiation Co-rp. 
CONSTRUCTION, date 1966 
FIRST BEAM date (or !JOaZ ) fi.__ 
MAJOR A£TERATIONS graded up to 2-sec1;i011 lo 19'72--
0PENl11'ION --3!L hr>/Wk; Chi Ta1•get Q. hr/wk 
TIMb' DIST. , ·i.n house 40 %, outside 60 X 
USERS ' SCHEDULING CYCl.E _J_o~..f2__Wel!lka 
COS'./' lrCCEGERA2'0R $ 600,000 
COST, FACILITY, total, $ ;ioo,oao 
FUNDED BY Ml n1 stcy of Fflpcat1oo 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SC1F:NTI81'S 2 l!.'NGl'N1J:lfJRS 0 
TECFINICl.ANS l CRAFTS __ __,...____ 
ADMTN & CLER 0 1'0TAL ----'CL--
GRAD. STUDfWNl 1;nvolved durina yea:i' -=---_.,_ _ _ 
OPT:,'£1A1'EIJ BY V Res staj'f or> __ S]i op . 
BUDGE.'T, op G~ ,. 0 ooa 
PUNf)fsD RY Mln1st-r'Y of Rl11cat·1~u___ 
RESEARCH STAFF, not incZuded above 
USER GROUPS, in house 4 outside _1_0 __ 
STAPP "t.:fEN'J.'J'S'J.'8 in house -1L_ outa·ide __ _ 
7'0TAL Rb'S !l'AFF, 1:1z house __6_ owtsi.de __,2"-oL-_ 
GEillD S'.l'IJDENq•r; lnvofotld dW'i.nu yelXl' ____ ..__ 
' 10,000 RES. BUDGE!/', ill llous 
FUNDED BY M1 n I s try of F11JJcat1 rn:1_ 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movabZe --------~'~--m2 
TARGET STATIONS in ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT TH8 SAME J'IME, max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type ------------
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode 7, ------------
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH ---c,;.50..,_..k,..V"'A~­
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production t 
Irradiation, SoZid State} Orie 1rrad1at1oo fac1Jity 
BioZogiaai ---------------
7'1'.rfle-of-P'!/i ..ght Study 5 f11gbt t ubes ( 5 "" 40 m ) 
On.-Idne MMB Sepa1•atio11 - ------ ---
OtheJ 
Pl!YS'{CAL iJlNfiJNSIONS 
TUNNEL, 7,erv.;th 25 
ACCELETM!l'Oli', 'length 
BEAM, DIA . __ l_ cm · 
m X-aec(hX1.J)__lLf_Jj_JT1 
4. 3 m d·ia. 10 e111 
ENER(,'Y GAIN __!Q_ M V/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 




211 x JO nse"'---"--




Ne11tvot1 13 Photo neutrons -10 nhec 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
t:.E/E 
(%} 
Basic NucZear Physics _________ .......,.,______:% 
SoZid State Physics % 
Bio-Medicai AppZiaations % 
Isotope Produation % 
Maahine Researah % 
Nentron and Reactor Physics 60 % 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
11 Proc. for Symp. on Intense Pulsed Neutron Sources 
in Japan 11 p.77, 1975. edited by Nuclear Engineering 
Research Laboratory, the Faculty of Engineering 
University of Tokyo. 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: This machine was established as a corrrnon use of universities and public research 
'O'f.gAfllzat:1.ons in J apart . 
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ENTRY NO. 20 
INJECTOR SYSTEM Grid-controlled electron gun with an oxide cathode 
TYPE OF SOURCE accelerated by a 100 kV DC ~enerator 
OUTPUT, max JO A ( at peak ) mA, at --------- keV, at =--------11 mm-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD O. Ol'"' 4 µsea, at Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE 
-----------,.---,-.-------- -0 u t put, max ---------- mA, at --- ------ keV, at ------- 11 mm-mrad 
BUNCHER -,-...,.,------------~-,-,---,,.--,-,:-:---::------,-,---~ 
Potentiai ------------ keV, IJI'i f t [,eng-th ------------- - m 
Potential keV, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x ZO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, M~/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 















J. .ll x 186 cm/sec 




















1.1 x :il ctn/sec 
3 x 10 cm/sec 









ENTRY NO . 21 
NAME OF MACHINE __ ....;P:....R_O_T_O_N_ L....;I.:....NEA __ R_ A_C_C_E_L_E_RA_ T_O_R_ "_A_ND_ R_Z_E_J_11 _____ ____ _ 
lNf,'TI'J'W' l'ON T l'J;)TT11 UTI.:LOE.....l'iluc.r...EA.ll9"-CR1.1:E..:S~F.,.'4w:Ru.C.LCH1--........,--------------­
LOG'M'l ON ~iear-.OT..WOCK em.AJm___ DATE.'- -------------
IN CllARGE ------- --------
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1959 MODEL tests _19'"'6"""3'----
ENG. DESIGN, date -=l.J.9=6 .... 5_ -=-----------
CONSTRUCTION, date ----=1""'9-"'6-'9 ________ _ 
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) 15 January 1970 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS -----------~-..,..~ 
OPERATION __2Q__hr/wk; On Target 50 hr/wk 
TIME DIST., in house 64 %, outside 36 % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE 4 weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR l, 5 mil. t 
COST, FACILITY, total---- - ---- ----
FUNDED BY Institute of Nuclear Research 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 2 ENGINEERS _ __,_ __ _ 
TECHNICIANS 13 CRAFTS l 
ADMIN & CLER l TOTAL -.,,-20~---
GRAD. STUDENTS -involved during year -~2~--
0PERATED BY _lQ__ Res staff or __ Sp op. 
B_UDGET, op.~ ]e P 110 000 '-~·-------­
FUNDED BY Atomic Ener sy Office 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house __5_ outside __ 4 __ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house 14 outside 14 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house 22"' outside 24 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year 
RES. BUDGET, in house ------
FUNDED BY Atomic Energy Office 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed ________ 2~5,,_0-"-_ _ m111~ movable -
- - -TARGET STATIONS in 1 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, m=. _ _ l ___ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type Buechner 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model-- --'-"~~-------
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 20 kW 
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production ..,..,.. ____ ____.....,.__ _ _ _ 
Irradiation, Solid .J t ,1/,1 ___ ..._v"""e-'-s ____ _ 
Biologica l .,,.----.- ---~e_s ____ _ 
Time-of-Flight ;;11 dy _ ____ n_o _____ _ 
On-Line Mass ,<;rJpri l'cli • cJll no 
Other Scattering cha mber 
REPORTED BY - ------- ----
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length m,X-sec(hXw) - X - m 
ACCELERATOR, Zength 6 m,dia. ~~ 
BEAM, DIA. ~cm; ENERGY GAIN -1...§_ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM 1REA ENERGY 6E/E 
(part./sec) (cm ) (GeV) (%) 
protons l,9•1013 0,3-3 O....QQ.2Q. 0,26-l,5 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
_Basic Nuclear Physics - - - --'-7""5 _______ % 
Solid State Physics % 
Bio-MedicaZ Applications 1 % 
Isotope Production ~ 
Machine Research - - -----,...- - -----:% 
I_n~d~u~s~t~r~i~a~l'--A~P~P~l~i~c_a_t~i~o_n_s_-'-1~6 ______ __;% 
% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
Collective work "Liniowy akcelerator proton6w 
10 MeV "Andrzej" w ~wierku INR Raport Nr 1187/ FLA 
Warszawa 1970 
J .sura.--"Dynamika wiqzki w liniowym akceleratorlte 
proton6w 10 MeV Andrzej 11 INR Raport Nr 1369/SLLA 
Warszawa 1972. 
E.Pachan-LC0-050 p.67 Proceedings of the 1970 
Proton Linear Accelerator Conference, 
September 28-0ctober 2, 1970/Batavia,Illinois/ 
T.Niewodniczanski-LC0-049 p.77 ibid 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: --------------iSH-1~,..· • .-l'IK~ulibldcHilc5SM.-l.C0-05l p.353 i'oid 
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ENTRY NO. 21 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE r adio frequency ion source 
OUTPUT, max mA, at--,--_, • ._,_____ .,.,---17-.,-17----TT mm-mr>ad 
INJECTION Pl!.'RIO/J 200-900 iisec, at -~'--"......_~.......,,___ _ _ 
HIGH VOLTAGE .51'AG£' Cockroft-Walton type 
Output,max 5 DC mA, at _ __ __,_......__ __ _ 
_ _ ___,_7~, _,_7 __ TT mm-mrad 
BUNCHER one ga,p t:ro.¥ 
~~;:~;~:~ _ _ _ 5_1_5 __ -_1_1_,_s _ ___ ~:~; :;~j; ~=~~=~ _____ _,_.,.....,.._ ______ : 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x lO ) 
FILLING TIME, iis 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, nwnber 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, nwnber> 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 











w + 2•1/2 
5,} • 22 ,0. 
~ • J0,2 
--o_,2,5, __ 
23 
tetrode gen erators 
1,54 
40 
498,5 • 92,a 
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II III 
ENTRY NO. 22 
NAME OF MACHINE 50 MeV Linac Injector for CERN PS ("Old Linac") 
INSTITUTION C E R N 
LOCATION 1211 - GENEVA 23, Switzerland DATE __ M_a_r_c_h_ l_9_7_6 ______ ___ ~ 
G, Plass REPORTED BY __ D"'-'--. ~W~a~r~n~e~r ____ __ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
DESIGN, date 1955 MODEL tests 19SS 
ENG. DESIGN, date --~1~9~5-S_-~19_S~6~-------
TUNNEL, len({)h 33 m,X-sec(hXw)_8 _X_8_m 
ACCELERATOR, length 29 m,dia.i.08 to O. 81 m 
BEAM, DIA. 1.0 cm; ENERGY GAIN 1. 7 MeV/m IJ0NS'l'RUC~'I0N, di1te __ °"'l,..9 .... 5.._6-_l ... 9""5o.;;9"'"""' _______ _ 
F' zr,w~· REllM d1i ·/;IJ fo:t• aoa l) 1959 
Mii.WR A1~7'H'R/i'J'IONS 1966 l) ---19_7_1-~2~}-----
0P8/1lAT10ff:·) 168 /rP/Wk; On 7.'a •aet hr/wk 
TIM!l DIST., ln liouse - %, -ou-ts-- ,,,~. d.e.,.__-- i~ 
USERS ' SCFiEDIJLlNO CYCLl'l 4 or S weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR - ------- - --- --
COST, FACILITY, total - - - - ---------
FUNDED BY Member states of CERN 
*) During scheduled periods (ignoriug ~ 1%) 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEV$LOP~~NT 
See details under "New SO MeV Li.nae 
SCIENTISTS 7 ENGINEERS 
- -----TECHNICIANS CRAFTS 
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL -----
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year -~----
OPERATED BY - Res staff or Sp op . 
BUDGET, op &---ae;;- --
FUNDED BY 
- - - - ----- --------
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house - outside __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house ---- outside 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house -- outside ---
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year 
RES. BUDGET, in house ------
*) Alvarez section only --








See following for details of proton beam 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
M/E 
(%) 
FUNDED BY --------------- - % 
z Basi NuaZeu:r> Phyai~a ------------So'l·icl State P71ysics -,-------------
FACILITIES FOR~~ Beam studies at 50 MeV B1:0-Medica l. Applications ~ 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed 2 Iso1:ope Pr•od:uation. -----------
____________ m2 Machine Reaeo.rah :ll 2% ,. 
"' movable m - ------.,..;;.; ,;--- - --TARGET STATIONS in ROOMS _:r_' n~j_e_o_t_io_n ________________ -----: 98 ~ 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type sector magnet for single pulse 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode'l~ E-i'-1'1 !BM 1800 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FCJR RESEARCH 
FACILITIES for: -------
Isotope production ~-----------­
Irradiation, Solid State ------- ---
Biological -=-c--.-----~------­
Time-of-Flight Study -----------
On-Line Mass Separation ---------~~ 
Other Single pulse emittance measurement at 50 MeV 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
energy 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
E. Regenstreif "The CERN Proton Synchrotron" 
Ch V "Injection" CERN 60-26 
Improvements and Performance reported at Linac 
e.g.' 
a) MURA (1964), p. 3S3 
b) LOS ALAMOS (1966), p. 





i ) SO MeV inj ec t_o_r_1_c_a_n_b_e_m_a_d_e_o_n~al_t_e_r_n_a_t_e-pu_l_s_e_s~---------~~~-~~~--~~ 
a.) t:o tbe 28 GeV pl"oton synchl"otron 
or b) to the 800 MeV booster proton svnchrotron 
ij ) A rleuteron beam of 12 m.A (1976) at 22.3 MeV has been obtained by accelerat ion in t he 2Bl mode t h-.;ough 
the three tanks. 
iii) Mercury diffusion pumps on tanks bave been replaced by turbomolecular pumps. 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 
1) D11aplasmatron source and high gradient column installed (1966) 
2) Beam pulse length increased to 100 µS and programmed rf compensation (1971) . 
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ENTRY NO. 22 
INJECTOR SYSTEM l) 
TYPE OF SOURCE Ouoplasmatron (with plasma expansion cup) 
OUTPUT, ~ Nominal) 330 mA, at keV, at 11 mm-mr>ad 
INJECTION PERIOD Normal 110 µsec, at 1 Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE S1'A.CB llLgh gradient accelerating column (double gap) - 43 kV cm-l 
Output,~oa. 330 mA at 515 keV, at 2ITmm mrad (Normd) 
BUNCHER Single gau reentrant cavity; TM 010 Mode 
Potentir:i.l 17 keV, !)r1.ft Lcnoth o. 70 m 
Potential keV, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. {IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m (inside dimensions) 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q{x lO ) (unloaded) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, MO/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 2) 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, !tt'ji kW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 
RF POWER FEED SPACING, m 
QUADRUPOLES, number 











41 + 2 rn 
3.96 - 15.70 
14.03 - 6.16 
0.25 (constant) 




FTH 470 and 516 
0.7 + 0.8 
0.21 + 0.08 
2.5-3.5 
42 
7.5 - 1.3 
1 per drift tube(++--) 
TANK II 
Alvarez 





40 + 2(!,;) 
16.22 - 23.79 
.L7. 78 
0.244-0.351 
1mstabj 1 j sed 
standing wave 
- 30 
FTH 470 and 516 
1.5 + 1.6 
0.45 + 0.16 
__.u.-=-.hl-
42 
1.1 - 0.6 
1 per drift tube (++--) 
TANK III 
Alvarez 
30.4 - 49.7 
11.24 
202,56 
---.:.J.li_,0 .... 1 ... 0'----
81.2 
26 + 2CJ,l 





---=-..J!.O.._ __ _ 
FTH 470 and 516 
1.4 + 1.5 
0.42 + 0.15 
2.5 - 3.5 
28 
0.4 
1 per drift tube 
NOTES l) Normal operating currents quoted (with beams of lower quality up to 500 mA obtainable). 
2) Figures quoted for r. f. power are based on two r, f. feeds per tank. One feed supplies 
power for cavity losses (300 US) and the other ;iupplies extra power during 100 µs to 
compensate beam loading. The repetirion rate is 1 µ,pS and normal beam r11rrent 
{March 1976) = 80 mA. 
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ENTRY NO. 2 1 
NAME OF MACHINE New 50 MeV Linac Injector for CERN PS ("New Linac") 
INSTITUTION --:-c--~C~E~R~N-----;..,,-~--=--:.:--------:::-=:=---.,-~-.~,.......--------
LOCATION CH-q_p - 1:"nev;:1 (Swi tzer land) DATE ___ l•_la_r_c_l1_19_7_6 _ ________ _ 
IN CHARGE _ ___ _ _ G_. _P_l_a_8_8 ______ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1973-1974 MODEL t ests 1974-1975 
ENG. DESIGN, date 19_7_4_-_1_97_6 _______ _ _ 
CONSTRUCTION, date .,..c...L9--'7-.-5_,_-_19,..,7'"""7=-..,.,,.,~-=.-----
FIRST BEAM date (or goa l) ntirJ J.!177 (SO MeV) 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 
OPERATION I<_) J VII l tl'/ W•'; ,n;;n .. ,e / ill'/1.1f.• 
TIME DIST., ,:, Ji.iu. , . ~. outside ____ % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR _ll, .~I ~}~! ~S~ti __ ~(l=9~7~J~)-____ _ 
COST, FACILITY, total -
FUNDED BY M ber stat_es of G_i,~·R=N~--------
*) during scheduled periods 
ACCElERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 1) 
SCIENTISTS and ENGINEERS __ 19 _ _ 
TECHNICIANS and CRAFTS 33 
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 5 2 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year ------
OPERA'J.'ED BY - Res staff or - Sp op. 
BUDGET, op &--aev- --
FUNDED BY --
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house -- outside 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house -- outside 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year 




f'/IY. Tr:AL n/MJ..'NSION.'; 
7'/lflN/'.'(,, l1:m~l11 70 111,X-RtJa (hXw)J . 5 .'( 3 .7 "' 
AC:Cl::LERA:J'OR,) lr..."'11.gtl1 3'.l . 6 m,dia. o-:9ti='o~m 
RF.A/./, OJA. 0.8 •m;ENF.RCY GAIN l.47 NeV/111 
*) Alvarez section only --








See following for details of proton beam 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
M/E 
(%) 
Basia Nualea:t' Physioa --------------'% 
Solid State T171.ye·ie 3 
FACILITIES FOR ~ BEAM STUDIES AT 50 MeV Bio-Medical App li<~at-ions ?l 
2 Isotope Production 3 SHIELDED AREA, fixed _____ s_o _______ m2 Machine Research ~ 
movable m 1 . · " TARGET STATIONS in ROOMS .nJec t ion 100 11o 
STATIONS SERVED AT Wh' 311/.IN ~'lM/\', m..u: . ~ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, t!f/ '• uec Lor magnet for single pu lse enemE&ffitiiFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, 1110,/, l __ l'~D~l'_t l~/~4_5 ____ __ _ 
TOTAL POWER INSTAl,L.lO:D FO/r 1/i:,';Jb'Ali'l'fi -------
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production ------------~ 
Irradiation, Solid :,'/ .. Lt"----------
Biological 
Time-of-Flight StUdy 
On-Line Mass .'i 'f'" '"1tion Other Sing 1 e pu s e em it ta_n_c_e_m_e_a_s-ur_e_m_e_n_t_a_t-=-so~M.eV 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
"Project study for a new 50 MeV linear accelerator 
for the CPS" - CERN/MPS/LINP 73-1 
B. Bru, M. Weiss "Design of the low energy beam transport 
system for the new 50 MeV Linac", CERN/MPS/LIN 74-1 
-----c-~-~..,.,-~~,.---,------~----~-~-----~--::-,-----
t) Tota l sta[ · numbl!i;s a.r-e g iv-en [oi: " new linac" (design and connnissionin1i.l and 'b l d linac ''(operation and 
mainLenanclli EsLim:ic~d !!ftorL (1974-l977) for "new linac" is 150 map-years . 
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ENTRY NO. 23 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE 1) Uuopl asmat 'ron (wi th pl srua expans on cup) 
OUTPUT, rnzn nominal 250 mil , at --,..------
2
=--_ keV, at =------ --11 mm-mr>ad 
INJECTION Pl!:ft'IOD 70 - 230 µsec, at Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE Hig h gradic-nt accelerating co iumn (doubl gap) - 53 kV cm-1 
Output,1111%Jt nom lnal 250 mil., at, 750 keV, at211mm mrad (normalis~~ 
BUNCHER Double dTi.f t harmonic bunc:hcr and energ y corrector (sin1:le gap TMOlO cavities) 2) 
Bl Po·terit,ia l- 36 keV, Dvift Length o.95m, freque nc y 202.56 MHz 
B2 Potential- 15 keV, Drift Length O. 80m, freque ncy 405, 12 Mllz 
B3 potential 20 41 keV, drift length 0.15m, frequency 202.56 Milz 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io J 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, M~/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/ TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE', deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 3) 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, 1'hi; kW 3) 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 
RF POWER FEED SPACING, m 
QUADRUPOLES, number 
TANK I 
Post coupled Alvarez 






51 + 2(lz) 
4.76 - 14 , 6CJ 
is o 




-=.l5- - 25 
FTH 470 (516) 
l 
0.6 + 1.4 
0.36 + 0.28 
3 - 4 
53 
GRADIENT, kG/ cm 
SPACING, m 
OTHER 
(for 150 mA beam) 9.3 - 3.1 
1 per drift tube (+-) 
NOTES 
TANK II 
Post coupled Alvarez 
10.4 - 30.5 
12.96 




43 + 2(lz) 
J.Ll8 - 25 .8 '1 
J 6 a 




.£.TJ.L41 o c s 16) 
2 




2.3 - 2.0 
1 per drift tube(+-) 
TANK III 
Post coupled Alvarez 





86 . 0 
31 + 2(%) 
27.36 - 31.61 
16,0 




FTH 470 (516) 
2 
l.2 + 2.9 
O.Z0+0.59 
3 - 4 
3.3 
2. 0 - 1.9 
1 per drift tube (+-) 
2
1) Nominal npeJ:.at.in~~~d~(~~Pi'-'t~o'-d5uO~O~RIA~~gHb~t~a~i~R&ab~l~e~)1------------------~ ~ Bunching parameters a i ven for accelerated currents 50 mA and 150 mA respectively 
J ) Acce!erator is designed to operate over range of ontJ;Ui.L.Currents 50 !!!A to J 50 mA. Peak r f 
dem.nnd quoted in form "cayi ty losses " + "beam power for l 50 mA 1' Mean powe.r....Juuled on re:peti ti on 
rnte of 2 p.p S, r,f, p11!se length= 'iQO pS and 150 mA heam dur ing 100 1•S Tn contrast to the 
11gl d ) j DA('" each amp I j fj er provJ.de.s._.j.>p0"'1'""''e .... r:;_...t;f;J:)OlJ:rc..c.ca:a'1Z-!Jl.l0 t-.:i}I-' ..i;11wt11Gd~bQQ.lli11IDll..---- -----------
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ENTRY NO. 24 
NAME OF MACHINE NEW NIMROD INJECTOR 
INSTITUTION --R-u=T~H=ER~F~o=R=D-L-A~B=o~RA~T~o=R=v-. ~5~c~,-E~NC~E..-o-R=E~SE~A~R~C~H-c=o~u=N=c~1[..----------
LOCATION CH IL TON, 01 DCOT, OXFORD SH IRE D/l..1'E MARCH 1976 
-----"""-'---- ------N D WEST IN CHARGE _ _ G_ N_V_E_N_N _______ __ _ REPORTED BY 
----------- -
HISTORY AND STATUS PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
DESIGN, date 1973 MODEL testa - ----- TUNNEL, length ___ m,X-aec(hXw) X m 
ENG. DESIGN, date ACCELERATOR, length m,dia. -- ---cm 
CONSTRUCTION, date--J'"a-n---:1=9-=-76~--------- BEAM, DIA. cm; ENERGY GAIN MeV/m 
FIRST BEAM date (or- aor(l) Feb 76 - I 0 MeV, Apr 76 - 70 MeV ---
MAJOR ALTERATIONS SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
OPERATION ___ hr>/wk; On Tar>get - --,,...,,....--hr/wk SECONDARY BEAMS 
TIME DIST., in houae %, outside ____ % 
USERS 1 SCHEDULING CYCLE 111eeka 
COST, ACCELERATOR -,-,,-------- - - ---
COST, FACILITY, to t a l ----- --------
FUNDED BY SCIENCC RES ARCH COUN CI L 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS 
TECHNICIANS CRAFTS -----
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year> - ----
OPERATED BY ___ Res staff or __ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev - ------- --- ---
FUNDED BY ----------------
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house -- outaide ---
TOTAL RES STAFF, in houae - - outside 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year - - -
PARTICLE l!'WX BEAM l),RF.'A ENERGY 
(piw/,. /sec) (am<>) (GeV) 
Proton Targe t, 50-7~5_n_1A __ _ 
500 l)S , 1 liz 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time diat 
t:.E/E 
(%) 
RES. BUDGET, in house -------- ----
FUNDED BY---------------- Basic Nuclear PhytJica ____________ % 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movable -------- ----1112 
TARGET STATIONS ~n ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE DAME TIM~, max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model- - -------- --
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED /•'OR RE."IEARCII - ------
FACILITIES for>: 
Isotope production ..,,.-- ---- -----
Irradiation, Solid State - ---------
Biofogiaal ------------- -
Time-of-Plight Study .----- ------
On-Line Maas Sepa;J.•atio11 
Other --------- -
Solid State Pliyafos % 
Bio-Medical ApplicaUona S 
Isotope Production Jo 
Machine Reaear>ch Z 
:<: 
- - - --------------- ----,% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
The Work of the Rutherford Laboratory 1972, 
RHEL/R270 (1973). 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: Four tank Alvarez llnac, 665 keV - 10 MeV; 10 - 30 MeV; 30 - 50 MeV; 50 - 70 MeV, 
Tanks 2 and 3 are from the Rutherford Laborator 1s ori ina l 50 MeV Proton L inac. Tanks I and 11 are 
base on the desian of the NAL in}ector line. 
Machine currentl y be ing commis s ioned. 28 niA so far obtained from tank l v1lthout buncher cavi ty . 
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ENTRY NO. 24 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOUR"'-'CE=---'D-=u;..;;o..i:,p_,,_l a::..:s:.:.cm..;;;a...;;.t '-ro::..:n'------------.,..---
OUTPUT, ma:i: > 250 mA, at 4 
INJECTION PEJ_U_O_D--~--...,,5~0-0 --- µeeo-,-a-t:.--_ -_ -_ -_ -_ --~-~ ..... ---_-_ -------
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE _M_e_d_f _um--=g'-r_a_d _l e~n~t_co_l_u_m_n_,_ _1_6_ kV-'/_c_m __ -.,--.--o---
Ou tput, ma:i: ----~..--.~-2_0,_0,.- mA, at ______ 6_6~5 __ 
BUNCHER Twin ga p, coaxial 1 lne t ype cavity 
keV, at 110 
[/;J 
keV, at 
Pot;entiaZ 23 keV, 
Potentiai keV, 
0.8 Drift Lenath -------"-'-"-------Drift Length 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io J 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/ CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/ TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 



























ENTRY NO. 25 
NAME OF MACHINE NIMROD INJECTOR 
INSTITUTION ---=R~U_T_H~E-RF~O~R=D-LA,,.,.B=O=R~AT,,.,O,,.,.R~Y-=· =S_C_l_E_N..,..C E~R~E_S_EA_,R.,.,C.,,,H'="'"Co....,u~N=C-rl _L ---------
LOCATION CHILTON, DIDCOT, OXFORDSH IRE DA'J.'E MARCH 1976 
IN CHARGE G N VENN 
---------------
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date '" 1957 MODEL teata ------
ENG. DESIGN, date ---------------
CONSTRUCTION, date -----,,.-,.------=--=---------
FIRST BEAM date (or yoaZ ) _.......:.A""'u'""g'--'-19~6,_1'------­
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 
OPE!fll!l'IUN ___ hr/...,1""'vk'"";__,On.,--1=· 'a-l-'(J_e_t;-------.-h l"....,/1--,-~k 
1'TME DWT., ·in house %, outside % 
USb'J?S ' .<;CHE'DUUNG CXCLE w-ee-k'""o--~ 
COST, ACCELERATOR --=--------------
COST, FACILITY, totai 
FUNDED BY Sc I ence-=-Re_s_c_a_r_c,__h_,C=-0-u_ri_c-=-1 "'""1 - ----
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
I 
SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS 
TECHNICIANS CRAFTS ---- -
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL -----
GRAD. STUDENTS invoZved during year - =-----
OPERATED BY ___ Rea staff or __ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev ------- -------
FUNDED BY 
---------------- -
RESEARCH STAFF, not inaluded above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house -- outside 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house -- outside ---
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year ------
RES, BUDGET, in house ------------
FUNDED BY 
-----------------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed ------------"m2 
movable m2 
TARGET STATIONS in ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type - -----------
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model ----------- -
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEAECll 
FACILITIES for: -------
Iaotope produation -="7"-----------
Irradiation, SoUd State - ---------
Biologiaa7, -~-----------­
Time-of-Flight Study -----------
On-Line Maas Sepa:l'ation 
Other ----------
---------------
REPORTED BY __ N_D _W_E_S_T ______ _ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
'l.'UNNEL, 'length m, X-sea 01Xw) X 111 
ACCELERATOR, 'length 13.45 m,d1:n.. --l~ri 
BEAM, DIA . ___ am; 8NERCY GAIN __ MeV/rtt 
SOME '1.'YPICAL PRIMARY F:XTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAN ~RE'A 
( II ) (part. / aea) 
Proton Typically, 1 ~8_m_A __ _ 
300 µs, 0.5 Mz 







Basia NuaZear Physias % 
SoZid State Physics ~ 
Bio-MediaaZ Appl'iaatt'.ona X 
Isotope Produation g 
Maahine Researah % 
----------~---~--------'% !i: 
----------~----------
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
Nimrod - A 7 GeV Proton Synchrotron (Part 1), 
Rutherford Lab Report NIRL/R/44 (1965). 
Machine Physics Experiments on the Nimrod Injector, 
NIRL/R/84 (1965). 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: Llnac constructed as a copper cavity inside a separate vacuum ves se l . RE system 
ope rates as a self osc il lator with f eedback rov !ded b a second loo cou led to the cavit A fast 
pha se rampe Oebunc er cavity provides energy sh ift du r ing Inj ection Into Nimrod. 
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ENTRY NO. 25 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE RF Thonemann-Harrison type 
OUTPUT, max 120 mA, at 211 keV, (at 15 keV, 50 mA) 
INJECTION PERIOD up to 2000 µsec-,-a-t,.--~up_t_o--.-1 -- Ha 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE Conven l lona1, low gradient column, with es lens input focusing 
Output,max 60 mA, at; 600 keV, at (44 mA) 
BUNCHER Sing le gap, re-entrant cavity 
9 5 11 mm-mrad 
73 11 mm-mrad 
Potentia.'l 23 keV, Dr•ift Lengt1i 1. 44 m 
Potential keV, Drift Length --------------'--------- m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x lO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, em 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 

























ENTRY NO. 26 
NAME OF MACHINE -~1~4~0c....:..:Me~V:__ ________________________ ~ 
INSTITUTION UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW, KELVIN LABORATORY 
LOCATION EAST KILBRIDE DATE ---------------
IN CHARGE -~Pr~•=f~. ~J~·~M~. _Re~i~i~. -------
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1964 MODEL tests ------
~~~ST~~~~~~N, d~!~e-_----~---==i~:~~€~-~6:5================ 
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) __,1::..9'"""6"'6'----------
MAJOR ALTERATIONS NONE TO DATE. SEE BELOW 
OPERATION ~hr/wk; On Target 64 hr/wk 
TIME DIST., in house 100 %, outside o % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE 2 weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR -=-=£,_,4=0=0.._,.o...,o=o ________ _ 
COST, FACILITY, total _.£ .... 1_..,,.._2_.m .... i... l ,.l"i"""on.._ _____ _ 
FUNDED BY Science Re1earc& Ceuncil 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS 
TECHNICIANS CRAFTS -----
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year ---0--
0PERATED BY ___ Res staff or __j_ Sp op . 
BUDGET, op & dev -~£1=6_0-'-"0_0~0 ________ _ 
FUNDED BY Science Reeeilrcb Ctuncil 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house _A__ outside _,,,_l __ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house _a_ outside -=2 __ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, ·in house l ou:tnide =--~-
GRAD STUDENTS invo lwtd dul"'lllg yea?' ___ 6~--
RES. BUDGET, in house ___ £_8_0-"-, _oo_o _____ _ 
FUNDED BY Sotence Re11ea.rc}\ Cauncil 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed N.ne m2 
bl ---~~-------m2 mova e ~00 
TARGET STATIONS ~n ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. -=1-~-­
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, typeaocm raiiue,n-~.350 'MeV/c max 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model pnpB BI 7 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FO~R'""R~E~s=E""AR~C'°"H.,..__50-0-ICV-A--~ 
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production .,,..,--,---.......u."'-------
Irradiation, Solid State ----'O=-- ------
BioZogicai ~-.,,-------------
Time-of-Flight Study 7 flight paths, 100 metres 




REPORTED BYDR. R.O. OWENS AND MR. M.G. KELLIHER 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, 'length 30 m,X-sec(hXw)~X---2..!.'i_m 
ACCELERATOR, length 18 m, dia . cm 
BEAM, DIA. ~cm; ENERGY GAIN L..2__ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM 1REA ENERGY 
(part. /sec) (cm ) (GeV) 






n 2.5 x 104 1000 
(in 3ne pulse) 
wllite 
.0003 -.010 ~trua 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
Basic Nuclear Physics -----~9__,8,.---____ % 
So Zid State P11ysics O % 
Bio-Medical Applications 0 % 
Isotope Production 0 % 
Machine Research 2 % 
----------------------'% ____________________ % 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
ENTRY NO. 26 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOUR;::.C:;,_E _ ____.I""n,,,d:ire= o'-'t<=l,,_y-'h'-!'e"-'a"-'t""e""d'--"'tan=t""al= um:::.....b ..~'J.l.,t._,t.,.o,..n _ _ _ __ _ 
OUTPUT, ma:x: -=~~O,nOJ-----------'-mA, at----,-----__,,,....__ __ 
INJECTION PERIOD usec, at ___.,U..._i'_T..,0,._,.6""0,,.0 _____ _ 
keV, at 
Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE $1'/I GF, ---------0---,-----------
keV, at 0utput,ma:x: - - -------- mA, at ---------
PRE BUNCHER ~l!ilLl.DwD&B~r"-'u~e~e~d--------,--,---=~=--::--~--­
PutcmtiaZ - ----------- keV, Dr·1:ft Lengt11 ----------- ---
Potential keV, Drift Length ---- ----------
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x 7.,0 ) 
FILLING TIME, us 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, MQ/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 














2 ....)2 to 2.50 
0625 
262 /./4 
0.0115 to Q.,.QJ.52 o 
II 
Same 













ENTRY NO. 27 
NAM!;' OF MACHINE' -=N,...P~J,.,..1_5--,;M,.-e"""'V,.,.-E_l-.-e_ct_r~o-.n ....... L_i_n_e~ar_A_c_c_e_l_e_r_a_to_r ______________ _ 
TNST ITUT ION ___ N=a_t~i,~o_n_a~l_P_h-'y""'s=i~c~a_l_La_bo_r_u_t_o_ry_.:;_---~---~~.------------
LOCATION Teddington, 11 .K. OA!l'E _2_J_un_e_1..;_9,,_?6 ________ _ 
IN CHARGE ____ J_ E_ B_u_r_n_s _______ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DES.ZGN, date 1965 & 1970 MODEL tests ------
ENG. DE,'SIGN, date 
CONSTRUCTION, date 1967 and ,.,.19"-7.._1-.,._~~----­
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) 1 968 and 1974· 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS --.-=--~-1..o..9_71 _______ -=-~ 
OPERATION _-__ hr/wk; On .Target ------ hr/wk 
TIME' UlST., in house 100 %, outside 0 % 
USERS ' SCHEDULING CYCLE weeks 
g~~~; ~~g~~~~~~o~o-ta-i'-$--'j ... o~~~~~O~K-----------
FUNDED BY Gov~e-r_run_e_n_t __________ _ 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTIS'l.'S 1 ENGINEERS O 
TECHNICIANS CRAFTS -~----
ADMI N & CLER-- TOTAL -~---
GRA D. STUDENTS involved duriru:J year _ __;;O ___ _ 
OPERATED BY - Res staff or - Sp op. 
BUDGET, op &--a;;:v- % 12K --
FUNDED BY Government 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ o__ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house -2- outside __ o __ 
TOTAL RE'S STAFF, in house -2- outside __ o __ 
GRAD STUDENTS i1wolved d11rin9 year 0 
RES. BUDGET, fr1 hou e No separate oud~g=e~t----
FUNDED BY Governme 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed 60 m2 
movable None m2 
TARGET STATIONS 2 in ____ 2_ ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT TUE SAMET.TM/'~, mCJ!);. --'N""'o""n""e'-----
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type ~P-r_e_t_z_el ________ _ 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model None 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FO=R- R=E=s=E,...,A-=R'""cH=-- ------
FACILI TIE'S for: 
Isotope production ___ N_o_n_e ________ _ 
Irradiation, Solid State Nc...o.:..:n=ce"----------
Bio logical None 
Time-of-Flight Study __ N_o_n_e ________ _ 
On-Line Mass Sepanttion N __ on_e"----------
Other Radiation metro1ogy 
REPORTED BY _ J_ E_B_u_rn_ s _______ _ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 16.5 m,X-sec(hXw) 3 X 3 m 
ACCELERATOR, length 2 m,dia. --1-0---Cm 
BEAM, DIA. __ 1_ cm; ENERGY GAIN __ 1_1 MeV/m 











Basic NucZea:ri Physics -----------~0~% 
Solid StatG Phys1:ca .----------------..-:. 
Bio-Medical App lications --------------' 
Isotope Production -------------..,,....: 
Machine Research % 
Radiation metrology 95"'"% 
Pulse r ad1olysis ~~ 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES : The main purpose of the machine is to develop a facility for calibrating radiation 
dosemeters using high-ener gy photons and electrons ove r the range oI' intenstttes from health pt1ysios 
monitors , through the types o f dosemeters used for clinica l r adiot nerapy , to tndustriul mugawd 
dosemetera. 
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EN'l'RY NO. 27 
INJEC'l'OR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF fjQl/R~C!c'.-P;_O:..:x::.:i:..:d..:::e-=-.co:..:a;;..;t:..:e..:::dc___::.ca;:..t:..:h::.;o;..;:d~e=--:---c-----------o; 
OUTPUT . m~~ c;OOO mA, at _________ BO_ keV. at TT mm m~ad INJECTIONPE~R~IO=D,_ _____ ..:::;-'__:_:_-=- 3 µsec, at 240 -;-;H-2_______ - , 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE ---------,---,---- ------
Output,max __________ mA, at ---- ----- keV, at -------- TT mm-mrad 
BUNCH ER 
Potent1'.a.l ------------ keV, JJr•ift £enyth -------------- m 
Potential keV, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATI ON SYSTE'M 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x lO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRI FT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETl!,"'R, cm 
GAP/ CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, MQ/ m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/ unit 
RF POWER FEED SPACING, m 
QUADRUPOLES, number 
GRADIENT, kG/ m 












2.3 to 2.0 
0.62 
II 
0.01 to 0,005 vg/c 








2 to 22 MeV, 
liA to 700 mA for long pul ses and SA f or short pulses. 
with single shot facility 
Ma:Iiufacturere : Radiation Dynamics Ltd., U.K. 
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III 
ENTRY NO. 28 
NAME OF MACHINE ------~Su~p~e_r_H_I_L_A=C-~--~----------------­
INSTITUTION ------~~L_a_w~r_e_n_c_e_B_e_r_k_e_I_e~y_L __ ah_o __ r~a_t_o_r~y.--.-n-n.,..,,.,,------------
LOCATION Berkeley, California DATE __ 4~/_2_2~/_7_6 ___ _______ _ 
IN CHARGE __ H_._G_r_u_n_d_e_r ___ ______ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1969 MODEL tests ------
ENG. DESIGN, date ___ 1_9_7_0 _ _ ________ _ 
CONSTRUCTION, date __ 1_9_7_1_-_1_9_7_2~~-----~ 
FIRST BEAM date (or goa l.) J\pl"iJ. 1972 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 1975·-_=7..,..:...--- ------
0PERATION 128 hr/wk; On Target 120 
TIME DIST., in house 50 %, outside 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE 26 weeks 
hr/wk* 
50 % 
COST, ACCELERATOR --------- ------
COST, FACILITY, total -------------
FUNDED BY ERDA 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 6 ENGINEERS 9 
TECHNICIANS 26 CRAFTS ---,,6---
ADMIN & CLER 3 TOTAL 50 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year ------
OPERATED BY ___ Res staff or __ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev 
FUNDED BY ----- --- - -----
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside ---
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside __ _ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house outside __ _ 
GRAD STUDENTS 7'.nvolved during year ------
RES. BUDGET, in house 
FUNDED BY ------------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed _ ___ _ ___ _ ___ m2 
movable m2 
TARGET STATIONS in ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME 'l'IME', m=. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FO..._R- R .... E""'"s=E__,A __ R_CH--- ---- - -
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production =-------------
Irradiation, Solid State ---- - - ----
Biological -~------------­
Time-of-Flight Study - - ---------
On-Line Mass Separation -----------
Other 
-------------------
REPORTED BY _ F_._s_e_l-'-ph _______ _ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length ___ m,X-sec(hXw) __ X __ m 
ACCELERATOR, length m,dia. cm 
BEAM, DIA. cm; ENERGY GAIN MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM 1REA 
(part. \'IA) (cm ) 
Ne~A=20) 2 
Ar ~A=40) 0.8 














Basic Nuclear Physics ---~9~0:__ ______ __:% 
Solid State Physics % 
Bio-Medical Applications 5 % 
Isotope Production % 
Machine Research 5 % 
_ ________ ____________ ____:% 
_ ___________ _________ _____.:% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: __ *_U_su_a_l_l~y_t_w_o_b_e_a_m_s_a_r_e_b_ei_n~g=--r_u_n_c_on_c_u_r_r_e_n_t_l~y_w_i_t_h t_i_m_e_sh_a_r_i_n_g_. _______ _ 
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ENTRY NO. 28 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OP SOUR.::.C::.E __ P"'l...,G=- -.------:----:-----:;-:;,-------
OU'J!PUP, max 0.01 to 1 mll, at __ 1_7 _ _,_--,,..,o--- -;;---- ------11 nvn-mrad 
INJEC'l'ION PE'RIOIJ 1000-8000 µaea, cit __ l_t_o ______ _ 
keV, at 240 
36 Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE Cockcroft Walton and Dynamatron 
Output,max mA, at 750/2500 keV, at 70/30 
-------- 11 nvn-mrad 
BUNCHER -,--.---~,--.,.,==-=---=-=-------..-,-,---::---:...,,.,--::---=---­
Potentia Z --,,.-7,,... 5....-..k:--V.-do,u,,b,...l_e~g~ap~-- keV, Drif"t Length -----..,:--=--;:---------- m 




BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV/µ 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, MQ/ m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/ unit 

















4. 9 to 21. 5 
25 






















21.8 to 56.8 
22-17 









ENTRY NO. 29 
NAME OF MACHINE ___ B_e_v_a_tr_o_n_ I_n.=.j_ec_t_o_r ________ --=--=-..,,....,.-=------------
INSTITUTION _ ___ L=a~w~r~e~n~c~e~B:;_;:_:r~k~e~l~ey<--..:L=a~b~o~rn~t~o~r~y~U=ni~v_.--::-To_f~C_a_l~i.f--:;-. .,..,.,------- ----
LOCATION Berkeley, California USA DATE _ 2_4_Ma_r_c_h_l_9_7_6 ________ _ 
IN CHARGE _____  E_._ J_._Lo_f_,g'-r_e_n ____ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1959 MODEL tests ------
ENG. DESIGN, date 
CONSTRUCTION, date---,1'""'9~6'""'0---,1'""'9'""'6"""2,-----------
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) June, 1962 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 
OPERATION _ __ hr~/w_k_' ;_O_n_X_a_r_g_e_t _ _____ hr/wk 
:NNli: DIST. , i.11 l1ouae % outsidr~ I& 
USERS I SCHEDULING C:lC[;/!,' weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR --=--------------
COST, FACILITY, totat -------------
FUNDED BY --'E"-'RD=-"'A'----------------
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS 
TECHNICIANS CRAFTS -----
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year-----
OPERATED BY ___ Res staff or __ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev 
FUNDED BY --------------
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside __ _ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house outside 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year ---
RES. BUDGET, in house 
FUNDED BY - -----------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed ____________ m2 
movable m2 
TARGET STATIONS in ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode z------------
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 
FACILITIES for: -------
Isotope production-::--,-- ---------
Irradiation, Solid State ----------
Biological -~-----------­
Time-of-Flight Study ,------------
On-Line Mass Separation ----------
Other 
------------------
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
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REPORTED BY K. C. Crebbin, E. Zajec 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length ___ m,X-sec(hXwJ __ x __ m 
ACCELERATOR, length m,dia. cm 
BEAM, DIA. cm; ENERGY GAIN ---M-eV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM 1REA 
(part./sec) (cm ) 





Basic Nuclear Physics ___________ __,% 
Solid State Phy81:os % 
Bio-Medical Applications % 
Isotope Production % 
Machine Research -------------..% 
" 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
r 
ENTRY NO. 29 
INJECTOR SYSTEM For Bevatron 
TYPE OF SOURCE Von-Ardenne duo plasmatron* 
OUTPUT, max 150 mA, at -----=6-"0 ____ _ 
INJECTION PER10D 600 µsea, at DC 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE Cockroft-Walton - ----------
keV, at 
Hz 
Output,max lOO mA, at ___ 4_80 _____ _ 
BUNCHER Single Cavi.ty-re-entran t 
keV, at 179 
Poteii·tiat lO kr:J V, Drift Lengt h 
PotentiaZ -----------~ keV, Drift Length --------='----------1 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x ZO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, am 
DIAMETER, am 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, MQ/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 





* lon sourc Cor heayy ion operat1 o n 
Type of source - PIG 
Ion output Exi t C- W 












3.8 to 22.3 











in each drift tube 
Provid a heavy-ion acceleration in the 2SA mode, 








ENTRY NO. 30 
NAME OF MACHINE Clinton P. Anderson Meson Phys ics Facility 
INSTITUTION ---.-c=os..--.An1~a=mo=s=-rs~c~1e=n~t~1~f~1c-:--TL~aTb~or~a~I~o7-ry-:-:-- ~~-----------
LOCATION Los Alamos. New Mexjco DATE __.A""p_._r~il~1=9~7~6 _________ _ 
IN CHARGE L. Rosen 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1968 MODEL tests 1964-1968 
ENG. DESIGN, date ___.1~9=68"'"-_.1~9..:...70=---------­
CONSTRUCTION, date _l~9~1i~8,_..,- .... 19~7_..?_'""='"'~-------
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) ~J~u~n~e_l~9~7~2 ______ _ 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 1975 
OPERATION 160 ln•/i_,w...,k'""'°;~On=--,T~a-1'-g-et-~, ... ,,....o,.------,h-Y' J...,.·1.i....,,.k 
TIME D1ST., i-n house 50 %, outa·i-de 50 :II 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE 3 w-ee"'""k_s _ _ 
COST, ACCELERATOR ------ - -------
COST, FACILITY, tQt4i 
FUNDED BY ERDA ----------- -
LASL STAFF, OPE}WI'ION, DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH 
SCIENTISTS 68 ENGINEERS 47 
TECHNICIANS 249 CRAFTS ---.3=5---
ADMIN & CLER 36 TOTAL 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year> - ----
OPERATED BY Res staff or> X Sp op. 
BUDGET, op &deV --
FUNDED BY ERDA 
---------------~ 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USERS ORGANIZATION, 840 outside members 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside __ _ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house outside __ _ 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year> __ 31 ___ _ 
RES. BUDGET, in house 
FUNDED BY ERDA --------- - -
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
m2 
- - - --- -----m2 EXPERIMENTAL AREA, 4600 
TARGET STATIONS 10 in 4 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME-,-m-a.x-.-----~~1:::2 __ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type TI and Q 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode 7,--,S""'E,,-[""'84.,,..,0""",..,.P"'O,,.,.P- lnlr-i/'""4,...5-, ....,e""tc=c-. --
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR FACILITY 50 MW 
FACILITIES for: -------
Isotope production ---~y_e_s ______ _ 
Irradiation, Solid State __,y'-e_s ______ _ 
Biological _,,_--=---~y~e_s ______ _ 
Time-of-Flight Study --~y~e_s ______ _ 
On-Line Mass Separation __ n_o _______ _ 
Other 
------- -------- - -
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
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REPORTED BY __ D_._c_._ H_a_ge_r_m_a_n _ ___ _ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 900 m,X-sec(hXw) ...!._X_ 4_ m 
ACCELERATOR, length 785 m, dia. 91 , 28 cm 
BEAM, DIA. __Q_,_3____ cm; ENERGY GAIN _ l _ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS (Normalized to 100-µA proton beam) 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM ~BEA 
(part. /sec) (am ) 
TI+ 2 x 108 6 
+ 5 x 108 30 mr-cm TI 
+ 4 x 107 5 msr TI 
µ - 4 x 106 100 
TI 3 x 107 10-100 
Ve 5 x 106 
p 10 nA <l cm2 
n 6 x 105 10 
(neutrons from 1-µA proton beam) 
























Solid State Physics % 
Bio-Medical Applications % 
Isotope Production % 
Facility Development 30 % 
% 
- - ---------------------,% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
See proceedings of recent accelerator conferences 
and LAMPF Users Handbook. 
ENTRY NO. 30 
INJECTOR SYSTEM (See below.) 
TYPE OF SOURCE Duoplasmatron 
27 OUTPUT, max 0 mA, at --~----- keV, at 2.0 
INJECTION PER.TOD 500 µsec, at 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE Cockcroft-Walton Generator 
Output,max 50 
BUNCHER Double Drift Sin 
PotentiaZ ----....-,,....-,-__,e -r--------
Potential 18 keV 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x lO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 


































.JJ INJE 0 · 
Tyoe of source - Duoplasmatron 
Outout, Max - 50 mA at 27 keV at 1,6 x mm-mrad 
Injection period - 500 us at 120 Hz 
High -vol t age stage - Cockcroft-Walton generator (750 keV) 
Oytput. Max - 1 mA at 20 keV, at 2,0 n mm-mrad 
Injection period - 500 us at 120 Hz 
High-vol t age stage - Cockcroft-Walton generator (750 keV} 
POLARIZED ION INJECTOR: 















a.Jl3.=..l 5.66(cell 1 ength) 
OL32-0.43 













3 25-ll 06 







ENTRY NO. 31 
NAME OF MACHINE __,2,,__,o=-o=--_,M::_e:::.V;:__P=-r=o-=t .:::O.:.:n:_-.=L:=i;.::n::.::a:.;:c:_.:In=..j<...:e:..c:..t=-0:..r::..-______________ _ 
INSTITUTION __ _!!_F..l:e:.::rm:.!!!.:!i::......!N~a~t~i::_:o~n~a~l=-.,;A~C.:::C.:::e:;.l.:::e.:::r..:;:a:.::t:.::O.:::r~L::..:ab=.::o::..:r:.;a=-t::.:o :;:ry;_L~-..-r...-.-------
LOCATION Batavia, I llinois 60510 DATE Jul y 6, 1976 
IN CHARGE c . w. Owen/C. D. Curtis REPORTED BY c. D. Curtis 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1 96J - 1962 MODEL tests 1963-1969 
ENG. DESIGN, date Compl ete July J.969 
CONSTRUCTION, date De c 1968 to Nov 1970 
FIRST BEAM date (or goa l.) Nov 3 0, 1970 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS ~~--N:;.;=o=n""e'-,-_____ ___,,....-.-=-
OPERATION --1.5JL!w/ivk; On Targe t; N. A. ht>/wk 
TIME DIST., i n house 1 00 %, outside % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE N. A. weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR ---=l"-"0:..::._,6""M,__,.$ ______ _ 
COST, FACILITY, total --=1~2'-''-"7-"-M"--"$'--------­
FUNDED BY __,U._,S._...A'""'E""C ---------------
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
~~~z~~~~~s ~ ENG~~~~; ===~2~===== 
tlDM.lN & Cr.;tJ:R 112 T01'AL 13 1/2 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved dw•in.g year_,___ __ _ 
OPERA'l'ED BY ___ Res staff or £__U_2 Sp op . 
BUDGET, op & dev ---'0,,_.,_,9,,_,M,_.__"'$ _________ _ 
FUNDED BY ERDA 
RESEARCH STAFF, not inciuded above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside __ _ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house outside __ _ 
GRAD STUDENTS invo tved during year ------
RES. BUDGET, in house ------------
FUNDED BY 
-----------------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed ___ 1_3_._4 ________ m2 
movabie 1112 
TARGET STATIONS 1 in 1 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, ma:x. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode"l------------
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 
FACILITIES for: -------
Isotope production -=------------
Irradiation, SoUd State ----------
Bio Logiaa 7, X 
Time-of-Flight Study -----------
On-Line Mass Separation ----------
Other Neutron Cancer Therapy 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 156 m, X-sec (hXw)_i_,_Q_XA......3._m 
ACCELERATOR, Length 14 4 • B m, dia. • 8 4- , 9 4 am 
lIEAM, DIA. ___ am; ENERGY GAIN~ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAN iREA ENERGY 
(part. /sea) (cm ) (Ge VJ 
Protons l-lOxl013 *E=Sn-lln ~ 
mm-mrad 
Neutrons t20 Rad/min:.o__ __ _ 




Basia Nualea.r Physias % 
Soiid State Physics % 
Bio-Mediaai App liaationa Paras itic % 
Isotope Production % 
Maahine Research ~Linac) < 1 % 
I njec tor for Synahr oton studies 9 % 
I njector for Hi gh Energy Phys ics 90 % 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
Initial Performance of the NAL 200-MeV 
Linear Accelerator, D. E. Young et al, 
IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science 
NS-18, June 1971, p. 517. 
Operation of the First Section of the NAL 
Linear Accelerator, c. D. Curtis et al, 
Particle Accelerators lr 51, (1970) 
Operating experience with the NAL 200-MeV 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: Linac, c. D. Curtis et al. Proc. of the 
* Normalized emitt~a~.n-=-c~e--.(~a~r~e~a--=-x=---<a-y~),_....,f~o-r----....1~9w7~2-....P~r--o~t-o-n-..L-i~n-e-a~r--.A~c~c~e-1~e-r==-a~t~o=r~c·~o-n~f-.-,--
90% of be am at be am currents in the LA-5115, p. 17 (1972) 
range of 20- 230 mA peak. 
*~ Measured f or 9 5% o f beam at lOO mA 
t Ti ssue Dose Rate at a di stance of 
153 cm f rom a 2 .2- cm- t h i ck beryllium 
target f or a 66-MeV prot on beam 
current of 9 µA average . 
62 
Oper a tion o f the Fermi l ab 200 MeV Prot on 
Linac , C. o. Curtis and C. w. Owen . Proc. 
of the Fourt h Al l-Oni on Nab.ona l confe rence 
on Par t icle Accelerat or s, vol. !, p . 136 
(Moscow, 197 4) 
ENTRY NO. 31 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF' SOURCE Duop l asmatron 
OUTPUT, m= mA, at --------- keV, at rr 17Un-mr>ad 
INJECTION PE'R_I_O~D-_-~_--=4':=_':=_-':=_~1:.s-=_':=_':=_':=_':=_':=_':=_':=_~_ µsec, at 1 s ""'H,_z ____ __ _ 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE __,c'"""'o~c~k~c;....r"-o'"-£_t.:c..-W-"-"'--"-al_t~o~n---:-_____ -=::-:- -
Output )QIU!: -.----=-* -3~0_0 _____ mA, at _____ 7~5=-0=---- keV, at -~<9_0~%~) ~B=O ___ rr ITU71-mr>ad 
BUNCHER Single Gap 
Potent-ia'l ____ -_2_5'-------- keV, Drift Length _ _____ 0_.~7~5~------ m 
Potential keV, Dl'ift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x 7,0 ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number> 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number> 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 





























7- 0. 7 
+-+-
* Maximum current a chieved, 675 rnA 
II III 
** In addition, a three- cell debuncher reduce s tbe energy spread at the input of the 
booster synchrotron. 
t For design beam current 0£ 75 rnA peak 
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ENTRY NO. 32 
NAME OF MACHINE 200 MeV Proton Linear Accelerator 
INSTITUTION --=~~B::r::o~okh::c;:a-v:e"'n:~N~a::t~i~o':n-:a""1=-=-~L:a~b~o::r~a~t'.:o:r=y,_ -=-...,. =-~ =-__ -.:_ - ----.:""" -.:_ -.:_ -_ -_ -_-_ -_ -_-_-_ -_ -_-_ -_ - -_ -_ --- --------
LOCATION Upton, New York DATE -~M~a~r~c~h.::.._::l'-'-~1~9 ~76::._ ____ __ _ 
IN CHARGE ----~y~·~y~·~L~e~e=-- -------
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date Early 1965 MODEL tests 1965 to 1966 
ENG. DESIGN, date 1966 • 1969 
CONSTRUCTION, date~l9~6~a"----=1~97~0'----------
REPORTED BY K. Batchelor 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, 7-ength 250 m,X-sec(hXw)4.3mX~m 
ACCELERATOR, 7-ength 200 m,dia. 84 to 94 cm 
BEAM, DIA. ___L2___ cm; ENERGY GAIN __ l_ MeV/m 
FIRST BEAM date (or goa Z) November 1970 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS ~ggn~g~ahr 1• ffl!R§t1g ff18hg distrthutionsoME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
OPERATION _ l..5.L.fir/wk; On Target ~144 h:r/wk SECONDARY BEAMS 
TIME DIST., 1:n 11ouse --9 5 , oi' taide "--5 % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE one 1Jeeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR _.._$~l~l_m_i_l_l_i_o_n _________ _ 
COST, FACILITY, total, ~$=2=2~.5~m=i~l=l=i~o=n ______ _ 















ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT Neutrons 5 x 1011 4.0 ,025 to,2 ~large 
SCIENTISTS 1 ENGINEERS 3 
TECHNICIANS 10 CRAFTS ---,1,_---
ADMIN & CLER 1 TOTAL 1 
GRAD. STUDENTS invol-ved during year ___ l __ _ 
OPERATED BY ____£Q__ Res staff or __ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev ~$·1~·~3~m~i~l~l~i~o~n'-----------
FUNDED BY Energy Research and Development Administration 
RESEARCH STAFF, not incl-uded above 
USER GROUPS, in house _3_ outside _.;:.l __ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house _2_ outside - -'-2 _ _ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house 8 outside __ 6 _ _ 
GRAD STUDENTS invol-ved during-year 1 
RES. BUDGET, in house __._$~6~0~0~,o~o~o'--------­
FUNDED BY ERDA and N.I.H. 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movable _ _ ...._4.._0- --- -----,,,2 
TARGET STAT IONS 4 in Z ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. --=2'-------
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type __ n_o_n_e _________ _ 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model PDP-8 connected to PDP-10 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 250 KVA 
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production -=---1 _________ _ 
Irradiation, Sol-id State --=l=--- - ------
Biol-ogicai 1 
Time-of-Fiight Study ___ z_e.ir~o'---------
On-Line Mass Separation --=Z:..::e-=r~o _______ _ 
Other nuclear chemistry 
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OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
Basic Nuciear Physics 95 % 
Sol-id State Physics ...---------"''-----------'% 
Bio-Medical- Appl-ications % 
Isotope Production 90 ~ 
Machine Research 5 % 
Nuclear Chemistry 3 % 
.Jipecial Irradiation 1 % 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
1966 Linear Accelerator Conf. Proceedings LA-3609 
1968 II BNL-50120 
1970 Linear Accelerator Conf. 
1972 II LA-5115 
ENTRY NO. 32 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE Duoplaamatron 
OUTPUT, max _ ___________ mA, at --------- keV, at 
INJECTION PERIOD 2SO µ.sec µsec, at -=10~-------- Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE __,,C'-"'o-'=-cl""tr,,__,o"--'f'-"t'-"-W"'-a""'l t.,_,o!.Ln --,---,.---------
Output, max ___ 3_o_o ______ mA, at ----'--'7S=-'O~---- keV, at 200 
BUNCHER 2 double gap f undamental fre quency 
Potential 10 keV, Dr1:ft Length ----~~'---------





BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µa 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 











SO to 70 
SO to 70 
94 to 84 cm 
II 
286(includinii ~ drift tubes) _____ _ 
4,S cm tg 44.7 cm 
18 cm to l6 cm 







S3,S to 14,9 
N ,J\, 
Rf"'A 7835 
9 + onerating spare 
40 MW 
0.16 MW 
s MH llinit 
2,0 to 30 m 
287 
9,2 KGktt to 0,S6 KG/om 







ENTRY NO. 33 
NAME OF MACHINE _...,...._,,,_,.........,.._ .......... ~,)'..W.o.w..l.!.>.J...W.L.II-"n.,i.j""ec'--'t'""o.ur_...!.,..iu.naa...._ ___________ _ 
IN CHARGE -~R~·~L,,..~M~a .... 1~·t~i~n ________ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date _____ _ MODEL tests ------
ENG. DESIGN, date---------------
CONSTRUCTION, date -~"""6!-""-----------­
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) 
DATE February 27, 1976 
REPORTED BY _ _.E .... • .,.F~._.Pa .... r..,k..,_c"'"r _____ _ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length m,X-aea(hXw) __ x __ m 
ACCELERATOR, length 33. 28 m, dia. 95 am 
BEAM, DIA. ___ cm; ENERGY GAIN ---1....2_ MeV/m 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 1',Q l arlzed Proton Preinjector and Sourc€0~fE TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
OPERATION --1.b.a_lw/wk; On. Target hl'/W'k SECONDARY BEAMS 
TIME DIST., ·in house %, outside % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR --L.,...._......., ____ ______ _ 
COST, FACILITY, totai -------------
FUNDED BY --""'""""---------------
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS _ _..:;i __ _ 
TECHNICiilNS CRAFTS 
ADMJN & CLER TOTA£ -----
0.RAD. S'l'lJDJ!,'N'llS in11otved d1.a•·in.g yeaP _ __,. __ _ 
OP/i.'RA'l'tJD RY __x._ Ree staff or __ Sp op. 
BUDGE'l', op & dev __ -__,,~....,,._:J ___ ____ _ _ 
FUNDED BY --""""""''---- -----------
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above NA 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside 
~~~~LS~~~E~;~F~~vo~~e~o~~~ing yea~utside ---
RES. BUDGET, in house ------
FUNDED BY----------------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS NA 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movable ------------m2 
TARGET STATIONS ~n ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type ------------
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model, ------------
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARC!J -------
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production --------- ---
Irradiation, Solid State ----------
HiolvgiaaZ -=-:-----.-------------
7'im - of-F'iight Study-----------
On-Line Mase Sepa7'a/;.ion 
Other ----------
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
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PARTICLE FLUX BEAM ~REA 
(part./sea) (am ) 
Proton 
(Ilnpol arized) 40 MA-puls<>...,d.._ __ _ 
Proton 
(Polarized) 20 uA-pnlse~d~---





Basia NucZea:t' Physics ____________ % 
Solid State Physics % 
Bio-Medical Applications % 
Isotope Production % 
Machine Research % 
ZGS I nj ector 100% 
% 
------------~-~--~---
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
ENTRY NO. 33 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE Duoplasmatron /Accimic Beam Po l arized loD Source 
OUTPUT, m= 160/0 .024 mA, at _ _,7'""'5'-"0'------- keV, at 
INJECTION PERIOD ---=25=-=0 _______ µBea , at -~u .... o~t~o~30 _____ _ 
HIGH VOLTAGE S1~C8 Cockcroft-Walton 
Hz 
Output,m= mA, at _ __,7_,,5-"'-D _____ _ keV, at 
BUNCHER One-gap xe-entrant caylty-first barm<)nic 
P.otentiaZ keV, Drift Length --~~----------
Potential. keV, Drift Length --------------
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x ZO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, am 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, em 
DIAMETER, em 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np / TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/ unit 























8 .0 to 1.4 
1 per drift tube 
II 







ENTRY NO. 34 
NAME OF MACHINE 50 MeV ESCAR Iniec 
INSTITUTION Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
LOCATION Berkeley, Califor:nla 
IN CHARGE John Staples 
HISTORY AND STATUS - LBL dates 
DESIGN, date 1960/1972 MODEL tests ------
~~~ST~~~~~~N, d~~~e--t=~~~ ~~--3-----------
FIRST BEAM date (or_g_o_a_l_)~-1-9_7_3 ________ _ 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS rf manlfold sysLem 
OPERATION _ a __ lu•/wk; On P tU'(f(] '/, __ ..,....,.. ___ }u•/1c1k 
TIME DIST., in house %, outside % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR-=--------- -----
COST, FACILITY, total -------------FUNDED BY ___,A..,,E...,C,_ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ____ __ _ 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 1 ENGINEERS 1 
TECHNICIANS 2 CRAFTS -~---
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year ---- --
OPERATED BY X Res staff or Sp op. 
BUDGET, op &~ --
FUNDED BY 
----------------~ 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside _ __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house outside 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year 
RES. BUDGET, in house 
FUNDED BY - -----------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed _ _ __________ m2 
movable m2 
TARGET STATIONS in ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME, max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type------------
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model PDP-B 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED l"O"'""fl--,R="E"'S,=,F.A- R""'C.,...11-------
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production ...,,..,.---,------------






DATE March. 1976 
REPORTED BY .John Staples 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length m,X-sec(hXw) X m 
ACCELERATOR, length 33 m,dia. -gJ --cm 
BEAM, DIA. __ 2_ cm; ENERGY GAIN .....LiL. MeV/m 








30 ma peak - ---





Basic Nualear Phyaiaa ____________ % 
So Ud St.ate Plryaico Z 
Bio-Medical Applications % 
Isotope Production % 
Machine Research 100 ~ 
% 
- ---------------------% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
D. Brodzik et al, NS-20, No. 3 (1973) 
pp. 923-927 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: This machine formally served as the injector ta the Brookhaven 
Alternatlug GrndlenL Synchrotron . It wa.s brought to LBL and i nstalled in 1971-73 . 
l'resently shut down, it will serve a.s the in jector to the Experimental Superconducting 
Accelerator Iting (ESCAR) ~n 1977 , at which time the performance will be optimized . 
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ENTRY NO. 34 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE Duo plasmatron 
OUTPUT, max = =- -- --- - --mA, at---,--------- keV, at -;;--------11 mm-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD µsec, at Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE __..Cw:oc ..... k,.,c._.r...,o"'-f,_t-::;Wwa ... 1...,,t.,.o'"'n-'G...,e..,n;s;e..,,r_..a .... to,,..r...__ _____ _ _ 
Output,max ___ __..""-"------ mA, at ---~~---- keV, at _ _ __ ......._ __ 11 mm-mrad 
BUNCHER Sif,i: J e-i:ao fu ndamental 
Potentia . ----------"'-'~- keV, Drift Length -------.J..&........_ _____ m 
Potential keV, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x ZO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 














4.9 1 - 35 .46 
25 .02 - 14. 7J 
0.231 - 0.249 











ENTRY NO. 35 
NAME OF MACHINE _ s_t_an_f o_r_d~L~i_n~e_a_r_A_c_c_e_l_e_r_a_t_or_c_e_n_t_e_r _________________ _ 
INSTITUTION ----::S~t~a~n~f~or~d~· -u~n~i~v~e~r~s~i~t~y-------.,..=-=-,------..,..,,----.,-----..-~";;"7----------
LOCATION Stanford, California DATE _A~p_r_i_l_2~,=-l_7 __________ _ 
IN CHARGE ___ _ W_._K_._H_. _P_a_n_o_f_s_k~y ____ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1958 MODEL tests 1961 
ENG. DESIGN, date __ 1_9_6_1 __ ~~--------
CONSTRUCTION, date _ S_t_a_r_t_ed_l_9_6_2 ________ _ 
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) May 21 1966 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS SPEAR 1 , SLED Y PEP SSRl' Ji./ 
OPEl?A1'ION 2./ hi• wk · On Tat'get 5 I m>/1Jk. 
TIMI:: D.lS1'., in house ' 55 %, outside 45 % Y 
US/iJ.BS' SCHEDULING CYCLE 6 - 12 weekB 
COS'l', ACCELERAJ:OB + f'acilit:l. s : $114 M 
COS2', E'ACIU'l'Y, to'f;aZ -------------
FUNDED BY USAEC Now ERDA 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 28 ENGINEERS _ 9_7 ___ _ 
TECHNICIANS 290 CRAFTS _;;o.10:.:5:__ _ 
ADMIN & CLER 33 TOTAL __ 55--'3'-----
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year _ _ 5 ___ _ 
OPERATED BY ___ Res staff or __ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev FY1976 $20, 7 30, 000 
FUNDED BY USAEC Now ERDA 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house 7 outside _;:;2~0 __ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house 78 outside 
TOTAL RES STAFF, 1:11 how~e 31'8 outside ---
GRAD STUDENTS invo7.ved dUI'frlfJ yea't' 18 
RES. BUDGET, in house FY1976 $6, 7·_7_0_,_o_o_o __ _ 
FUNDED BY USAEC, Now ERDA 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed 4000 m2 movable ___ l _O_O _________ m2 
TARGET STATIONS in 3 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED A1' Tf/FiJ SANE 'l.'IME, m=. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 
8 
REPORTED BY _ G_. _A_. _L_o_e_w _______ _ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 3090 m, X-aea(hXw) 3. 05X3. 35 m 
ACCELERATOR, length 3050 m,dia. 10 cm 
BEAM, DIA. 0.2 cm; ENERGY GAIN __ 8_ MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEtlM 1m:11 
(part./pulse) (am ) 
y 2 x 10 10 eq 0. 15 
K± 10 2 
yCoherent 109 eq 0.15 cm2 
Ko 150 3000 
rr± 10 3 2 
p 30 2 cm2 
+ 500 1 \J 


















So lid State Physics ...,..-----------""----: 
Bio-Medical AppLiaations 
0 'J, !±../ 
0 'I. !!..! 
Isotope Production -------~--....:::~~~...:. 





SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode Z IBM 370/168 
TOTAL POWFiJR INSTALLED FOR=-=R~E~S~E=A~R=C~H""""=--~-3-0_MW____ The Stanford Two-Mile Accelerator, R.B.Neal, Editor, 
FACILITIES for: W.A.Benjamin, Inc., New York, Amsterdam, 1968. 
Isotope production __ N_o_n_e _________ _ 
Irradiation, Solid State ----------- 4/ SLED: A Method of Doubling SLAC's Energy, Z.D.Farkas, 
Biological !iJ ~al, Proc. 9th Int. Conf. on High Energy Accel., 
Time-of-Flight Study ~es SLAG, Stanford, CA., May 2-7, 1974, pp. 576-583. 
On-Line Mass Se.para'/;ion Yes 
Other - ---''-='---------
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
Recent Progress on SLED, The SLAG Energy Doubler, 
Z.D.Farkas, et al, IEEE Trans. on Nu. Sci., Vol.NS-22, 
No. ~. June 197-S:- po. 1299-1302. 
l/ SPEAR. the SJ, AC poRitron-electron storage} ring. wa s first put into operation in April, 1972 . It now can 
store beams uo to 3.9 GeV/beam. 
}:_/ SLIID. t he SU.C e.nergy developmen.t gcolt:ct, is being installed , starting January , 1976 wich completion of 
installation oresentlv contemolated for Seotember. 1978. The linac energy will then be increased up to 
~33 GeV. 
-;/ PEP . the ShAC-LBL positron-elect ron pro j ec t, is presen tly schedu led f or start of coos ruction in Fall 1976 
with complet i on sometime in 1980 . The energy per beam should initially reach 18 GeV . 
'!_/ Solid-state Physics and Bio-Medical research are not performed with t he linac itsel f but are done indirectly 
at SPEAR with the facility called SSRP (Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Project) which extracts and uses the 
X-rays radiated by the stored electrons over the entire spectrum from infrared to 1/4 Angstrom. 
21 FY 1976 (Projected) : Number of eight-hour shifts for accelerator 
Average pulse rate 
Average number of simultaneous beams 





JL/ The percentages shown refer to hours for electronic counting experiments. For bubble chamber pictures, 
the numbers are in' house : 12 %, outside : 80%, combined : 8%. 
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ENTRY NO. 35 
!_I INJECTOR SYSTEM 
'!__! 
TYPE OF SOURCE Oxide Cathode (2 off-axis gunll) 
OUTPUT, m= 1000 mil, at ___ _,_7.::0-~+---- keV, at "'"'H_z ________ rr rrun-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD l\.l. 6 µsec, at 360 ]. 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE 3 m LINAC ~'""-'-----------
Output,m= 500 (shor t pulBe) 11111, at _ ...:3..:5""""-'0..:0..:0 ______ keV, at -~1~·=2 _ ____ 11 rrun-mrad 
BUNCHER C;iv lty followml hy travelling-wave buncher 
PotentiaZ 7o keV, lJ'f'·lft Umgtli 
Potential 10 keV in, 250 keV out keV, Drift Length 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x lO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






v /c g 
SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 














8.34 + 8.17 
2. 62 - 1.92 
. 584 
3.5 









20 - 40 MW 
3.05 
43 doublets 
10 - 200 
100 m 
42 singlets at 




J./ For recent information on injector innovations, see R.F.Koontz, R.H.Miller, IEEE Trans . Nu. Sci., Vol NS-22 , 
No. J Jun. 75. 
2/ l n addition to thgse two off-axis guns . th<lre js a t b:i,rd source g:lvin.I! Jo0.1?.itudinal Iv nol arized el ectrons 
obtained by pho t o-ionization of a beam of polarized Lithium a toms . The output energy of thi s sou rce :l a a l so 
70 KeV, t he curren t: is of the order of 0. 300 mA pk (1\.3 x 109 e J.ee t rons per pUlse with a polariza tion of 0 . 6) 
with a maximum repetiti on t:ate of 180 pps and a pulse length of 1. 5 us . 
:Jj The maximum RF and beam repetition rate is 360 pps . The RF pulse length is 2 . 5 µs, the maximum beam rulse 
length :ls 1.6 ).Is . Shorter beam but,"s t s down to I\.]. ns can be genera ted by fast grid pulsers and/or beam choppers 
d.esc:ribe<l in detail under lJ above. 
4/ '!'he en e.r of the o u t . u t electron beam is ro r a mmable f r om about l t o 23 GeV on a ulse-t o- ulse basis . 
l'he electr on curren t, l ikewise . is programmable tu the range of '1,olO to 8 K 1 e l e trans per p ulse. The 
maximum !)Mk cun:ent of 80 mA for a 1 . 6 µs pulse is de termi ne d by t he be am breakup threshold. 
. The SLAC linac ciin also r educe wsitron beams l n the ener ran e of 1 to 14 GeV. The osit:ron current at 
t he en of t he accelerator can reach about 10 mA peak. This corresponds to an overalJ posHron yield o 
about 10%. For injection into SPEAR, 2.25 GeV e± beams are used. The number of pos itrons per pair of 1 ns 
bursts is <v2. 5 x 108. 
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ENTRY NO. 36 
NAME OF MACHINE __ w_i_l_l_ia_m_H_._Ba_t_e_s_L_in_e_a_r_A~c_ce_l_e_r_a_t_or _______________ _ 
INSTITUTION Massachusetts Institute Of Technology 
LOCATION ---~'"'"1.L"'· <l'""<l~l"'e=t=on-,--'-OM~a-s-s-ac-.l-1u_s_e..,..t-s ___ D_Vl_Ti_E __ ....,_~-A-u-_g-_u-s~t~~l~6~,---_l,_9~7~6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-= 
IN CHARGE Dr. Peter Demos 
--------------~ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1964 MODEL tests 
ENG. DESIGN, date --....,.1..,..96,,,_6=--....,6=-9-.,--_,:--------
CONSTRUCTION, date 1972 Completed 
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) ~1""9'""'7-"3 ________ _ 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 
OPERATION ___M_]z:r""'/w"""'k,....,-. -..,On,---=Ta_r_g_e_t _ _ _,4-=5----,.1u-.•...,/w,....,..k 
TIME DIST., i n house so %, outside 50 % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE 12 weeka 
COST, ACCELERATOR - $5 Million 
COST, FACILITY, total - $13 Million 
FUNDED BY ______ __....,.,_,_..__ _______ _ 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 15 ENGINEERS 17 
TECHNICIANS 26 CRAFTS -~~5---
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL ---""'6"-7 __ _ 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year 9 
OPERATED BY Res staff or / -s=-p~o-p-. --
BUDGET, op &~ $3M FY/76 --
FUNDED BY ERDA 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside 18 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside 33 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house outside ? 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year ? 
RES. BUDGET, in house -----------
FUNDED BY Responsibility of each group 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
Sf/H'LDE'D AREA, fixed 375 m2 
movab 'lf'l 100 m2 
TAR(]ET STA!l'IONS 2 in 2 ROOMS 
STATIONS Sl:JRVED AT THE SANE TTME, max . i 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, tl/pa Split poles p=2.-2-M-,-9-.,9~0"'6,__ 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model _P_D_P_l~l/~4_5 ______ _ 






On-Line Mass Separation --...,....,-...-------
Other High resolution e- scattering 
W. Lobar 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 200 m,X-sec(hXw) 3 X 3 m 
ACCELERATOR, length lSO m,dia. ~--cm O.D. 
BEAM, DIA. ~am; ENERGY GAIN 2.67 MeV/m 






6 x 1014 
BEAM 1REA 
(cm ) 
* See note 
y Brem. Radiators - .02 R.L. 







Basic Nuclear Physi~ _____ 1_0_0 ______ %. 
Solid State Physics % 
Bio-Medical Appiica·tions % 
Isotope Production % 
Machine Research % 
~--~--------------~---:% ------------~-~--~~-% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
Medium Energy Nuclear Physics With Electron Linear 
Accelerators MIT 1967 Summer Study 
Edited By: W. Be:rtozd, S. Kowalski 
Laboratory Por Nuclear Science, Cambridge, Mass. 
* OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: Beam emittance rpr - 10- 3 me-cm. When used in high resolution e scattering 
spectrometer and beam switclward - beam dispersed on target with space 
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ENTRY NO. 36 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOUR""CE"--_H_i_,..g_h_V_o-'l°"""t_a_.g'-'-e--'-E"'"'n"'"g"'""". _C_o_r~p_.-,--_I n--:s_u_l_a_t_e_d---:-C.,.-or.,.-e_T_r_a_n_s_f_. 
OUTPUT, m= _ _ -_2_0 ________ mA, at 400 
INJECTION PERIOD 15 µseo, at 5000 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE 
Bates Linear Accelerator 
Middleton, Massachusetts 
keV, at - 10 11 rrun-mrad 
Hz Max. 
Output, m= __ :_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~-m--,A'"",-a""t-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- keV, at 11 rrun-mrad 
BUNCHER --------
Pre-Buncher /XQttraar~'/< _P_o_w_e_r_--=5_,k,.,W,.,....,P,_e_a...,.k _____ ob<, Drift Lena·th _____ l _. 2 _________ m 
Buncher ~'Pt Power 3 MW Peak k1d(, Drift Length m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x ZO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, om 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, om 
DIAMETER, om 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 











13.4 - 13.75 





.0389 - .007C 
c 
T.W. 
48 - 57.7 




75 kW/ Klystron 
4 MW/Klystron 




1 kG for 50 ft 
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II III 
ENTRY NO. 37 
NAME OF MACHINE Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator (ORELA) 
INSTITUTION Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
LOCATION __ Q.i!JL.R idge, Tennessee 
IN CHARGE J. A. Harvey and R. w. Peelle 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date March 1966 MODEL tests 1967 
ENG. DESIGN, date __ _,_19...,6...,6,__ _______ _ 
CONSTRUCTION, date _---1.1..._96,...7'-----------
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) _J._,9'-"6""9 ________ _ 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS __ ___.N_....o .... n~e ________ _ 
OPERATION 12.Q__hr/wk; On Target _l._.2.-;0 ___ hr/wk 
TIME DIST., in house 96 %, outside 4 % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR-~........._,..__._.__ _______ _ 
COST, FACILITY, total _....:i4 ..... .,_8__,M"'----------
FUNDED BY IJSAEC (IJSERDA) 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 0 ENGINEERS 3 
TECHNICIANS CRAFTS -~---
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL 1_2 ___ _ 
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year -----
OPERATED BY ___ Res staff or _4_ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev -...,$"°"7'""5""0.,.......K _________ _ 
FUNDED BY USERDA 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside _l,____ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house --W-- outside "'4 MY 
TOTllL RF:S STAF'F', in house 24 outside rv5 MY 
GJM/) 8Tl!Dl?N'J'S involved during y_ear l 
RES . BUDGE'l', it1 house $1 . 7 M ------
FUNDED BY USERDA 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movable -----------m2 
TARGET STATIONS 17 1:n 9 ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT 'l 'flE SllME TIMt', max, _..JO..._ __ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type __N11_ ---------
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mod~l 3 SFI 810 B + 4 PDP computers 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 500 KW 
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production ___ __,2.__..r_,.a .... b ._b1u' t..,s.__ __ _ 
Irradiation, Solid State __ _..,N"'n'""ne...__ ___ _ 
Biologiaal -~----_.N_..o .... n.,.e ____ _ 
Time-of-Flight Study _ _.,N..._e.._utklr....,ou..cn _____ _ 
On-Line Maas Sepamtian _ _.N..,o,_._n.,.e ______ _ 
Other -------~w,u.~e'----------
DATE August 16, 1976 
REPORTED BY J. A. Harvey & R. W. Peelle 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 37 .8 
ACCELERATOR, length 
BEAM, DIA.~ cm; 
m,X-sec(hXwJ 3.3(;{ 4.6 m 
25 m,dia. --Y5--cm 
ENERGY GAIN _J_Q__ MeV /m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FLUX BEAM ~EA ENERGY 6E/E 
(part. /sec) (cm ) (GeV) (%) 
Electrons 20 amps 1 n __ ,,_____ 
pulses 
Neutrons 10 14 into 
47T steradian 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
l 0 keV-40 
MeV (Evaporation 
spectrum) __ 
Basia Nuclear Phys1:aa ----------=9~4 _ __;::; 
Solid State Physias .---------- 2::------'" 
Bio-Mediaal App'Uaati911a ________ o,,_--'% 
Isotope Production __________ __,O,__--=%~ 
Machine Research ____________ 4,___--'% 
% 
-------------------- --'% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
ORNL-TM-5112, Performance of 140-MeV High-Current 
Short-Pulse Linac at ORNL, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sc1. NS-16 
(3), 316 (1969), by T. A. Lew1s and N. C. Pering 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: ----------------------------------
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ENTRY NO. 37 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE Gridded gun with ox1de cathode 
OUTPUT, mcu: 50 'A 
=-=----------INJECTION PERIOD 0 002 ta 1. 0 
mA, at ]50 keV, 
µsec, at Q ta ](}QQ 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE ----1.lLl------:-;---;----------
Output,mcu: ---------- mA, at keV, 
BUNCHER Pancake t ype 
Potential __ _,,5'""0 _______ _ keV, Dr·1:ft Length 
Potential ----------- keV, Drift Length 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TIJJ.Mll. Sections 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mfl./m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 
























30 each Kl y 







at 11 rrun-mrad 
Hz 




ENTRY NO. 38 
NAME OF MACHINE --=----Ga_e.,..r_t.:...t:._n'-=e~r~E-l_::_ec_ ,t.:...r_o,.;_n;..._;;L,.::i.:...n.:...ac.,__ _________________ _ 
INSTITUTION ___ R_e_·1~1s_~_. _1~a_e_r_Po~l~y~t~~~c_h_n.:.:i_c-'--In~s~t~t_u_t_e ________________ _ 
LOCATWN Troy, New York DATE __ .:.:M-"ay.!...l...,__:1=.:9:...:7__:6:___ _______ _ 
IN CHARGE R. C. Block REPORTED BY R. C, Block & W. McRoberts 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1958 MODEL tests ------
ENG. DESIGN, date -----=-l=-95=-8=-----------
CONS'I'RUCTION, date --..,....,...=l""-9""""59"-----------
FIRST BEAM date (or oov.l) _ __:19.:.;ISi:..:2=---- ----
MAJOR ALTERATIONS New LlecLron Gun In ector 
OPERA2'ION ____35J__hr 1.ik; Ol'1 Tc:woet 20 1w wk 
TIME DIST., in house 60 %, outside 40 % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE 1 weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR ---'-_..$~2_x""-lu0,,__~-------­
COS'l', FACILITY, total- - $4 x 106 FUNDED BY USAEC-~_,_..._......_ _______ _ 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 1 ENGINEERS __ O=-----
TECHNICIANS 3 CRAFTS 1 
ADMIN & CLER 2 TOTAL --7=-----
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year __ 6___ _ 
OPERATED BY --- Res staff or _x_ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev --------------FUNDED BY 
-----------------
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside __ _ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house outside __ _ 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year 
RES. BUDGET, in house ------
FUNDED BY 
------------------
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA~o~~%~~ ____ 2_3_o _______ :~ 
TARGET STATIONS 4 in ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE' SAME 'l'IME, max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type -------------ON-LINE COMPUTER, model _P_D_P_-_7~P_D_P_-_9 _____ _ 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH ----=l~MW"---­
FACILITIES for: 
Isotope production -------------Irradiation, Solid State ___ X _______ _ 
Biological ..,,.....--.,,--------------
Time-of-1"1.i!]llt St1~d11 -----'X'"'---------
On-Line Maas SepClI'ct°/;ion 
Other - ----------
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
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PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 20 m,X-sec(hXw)_3_x_3_m 
ACCELERATOR, length 10 m,dia. am 
BEAM, DIA. __ l_ cm; ENERGY GAIN 10 MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
SECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE FWX BEAM iREA 
(part. /sec) (cm ) 
6 amp. peak 
-2 e 1 ma . average 
n 1012 









Ba8io Nuclear Phyoios ________ a_o __ __:ll 
Solid State Phyaioo Z 
Bio-Medioai Applicati.ons ~ 
Isotope Production % 
Machine Research % 
Radiog~aphy 30 ~ 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
E, R. Gaerttner, M. L. Yeater and R. R. Fullwood 
"Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Linac Facility, Neutron 
Physics" edited by M. L, Yeater, Academic Press, N.Y. 
pp. 263-287, 1962. 
E. R. Gaerttner, M, L. Yeater, R. R. Fullwood, "Operation 
Experience with the RPI Linac", IRE Trans. on Nuc. Sci. 
NS9 pp 23-26, Nov. 1962 
r 





OUTPUT, max 40 000 mil, at. Joo keV, at ________ 11 mm-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD - i µsec-, --:1:::;1tC""""'-'4----=7-20___ Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE - -------=-;;----::-:-:---------
Output,max __________ mA, at _ ________ keV, at-------- 11 mm-mrad 
BUNCHER 
Po ton.-:-t.-;-·1: a-,,-Z -=--=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=_-=._-k.:-e~V7",--;;D:::-l",7L f;;:t;-· -;C--:e-ng-t711,-1 -- o 4 m 
Potential, keV, Drift Length======~~·~=================== m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x io ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, Mn/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 



















ENTRY NO. 39 
NAME OF MACHINE Microwave electron linear accelerator. 
INSTITUTION Yale Universit --------~------~--------
LOCATION New Haven, Conn. 
IN CHARGE _......:..:.H~._L_.c__s_c~h~u~l_tz ___ _ ____ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, date 1958 MODEL tests 
ENG. DESIGN, date - - - ------------
CONSTRUCTION, date -~1~95~8~-~1~9~6~1'------=-=--""""'"''"""'-- -­
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) Aug. 21, 1961 
MAJOR ALTERATIONS ....,....,._;N~o~n~e:'-=----~~~--~--,-~ 
OPERATION ~hr/wk; On Target __ 11_0 ___ hr/wk 
TIME DIST., in house 100 %, outside % 
USERS' SCHEDULING CYCLE 2 weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR ____ $~9_0_0~,~o_o_o _______ _ 
COST, FACILITY, total 1, 500,000 approx . 
FUNDED BY Atomic Energy Commission 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS 0 ENGINEERS l/3 
TECHNICIANS 3 CRAFTS - ----
ADMIN & CLER 1/2 TOTAL-----
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year --=-3 ___ _ 
OPERATED BY ___ Res staff or _3_ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev s_e_e_b_e_l _ow_ . ___ ____ _ 
FUNDED BY ERDA 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
~;!;F G~~~~~TISTS, ~~ ~~~:: -~- ~~;:~~: -~--
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house 4 outside -o=---
GRAD STUDEN'l'S involved during year __ 3::...._,--__ 
RES. BUDGET, in house _ ___l_~~OOO_ (Research & operation 
FUNDED BY ERDA combined) 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movable - -------------'m2 
TARGET S'l'ATIONS 2 in 2 ROOMfJ 
STATIONS S8RVED AT THE SAME TIME, m=. l _____ _ 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type 
ON-LINE COMPUTER, mode l PDP/7 coupled to PDP/8 
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESE:--:AR"="C""H,,.=------'----
FACILITIES fol': 
Isotope production -----~--~---­
Irradiation, Solid St a t e - ------- - -
Biological 
Time-of-Flight ~S~tu-d~y---,-(f~a-s~t_n_e_u~tr_o_n~)----
On-Line Mass Sepai•atio11 -----------
Other 
-------- -----------
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
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DATE March 8, 1976 
REPORTED BY H. L. Schultz 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 50 m,X-see(hXwJ __ x __ m 
ACCELERATOR, length 15 m,dia. em 
BEAM, DIA. ~em; ENERGY GAIN rvlO MeV/m 












OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
b.E/E 
(%) 
::; 5% direct beam_, 
1-0.2% after 
be.am . .Jinalyzer. 






Solid Stu/;;• Phy. ins ~-------------'_ 
Bio-Medical App lieat·ions ------------'_ 
Isotope Production --~-~---~-~--_; 
Machine Research ---~----~-~--~-'_ 
% 
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
r 




BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x 7,0 )' 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF ~ Sections 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, MQ/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
ns 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, #tf K IV 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 





6 A, at 12Q 





















keV, at ~------~TI mm-mrad 
Hz 
keV, at 
-------- TI mm-mrad 
II III 
ENTRY NO. 40 
NAME OF MACHINE _ ____!H=.,i,,.:;q,_,hc!.-:C~u,,_,r,,_,· r~e,,,_n=t--=E.=1-"'e~c-=t,,,,r-"'o"'n:......cLo.i:i.=.· n""'a,,,c.._.._,(L=----'B::.:a""n'"'"d"'-'-l -,--_ ________ _ 
INSTITUTION ___ __,c~ru1~ern"'°'±~s tr""'"y__,,,o~±~v~i=s~i=o=n-'-''"~A~r~g~o~n~n~e,.,_N~a~t=i=o~n=a~l~L=a=b~o=r=·a~t=o=r~Y~----
LOCATION ____ __,,B_Mlg, 211 DATE _..:.2"-1..:.2'""5""'/-'7_,.6'-----------
IN CHARGE: ____ __,G,,_ • .__,M-"a,,,y.l.-'r,,,_o><-g::J..-"'e..,n_,.e""s'--__ _ 
HISTORY AND STATUS 
DESIGN, dat e __ _,l._.9._,6..,8..__MODEL tests ---''"---
ENG. DESIGN, date -~-----------~ 
CONSTRUCTION, date -~l...,9...,6.,..9.,_ ________ _ 
FIRST BEAM date (or goal) _,..J.._9._1.wD...__..--.,,....---
MAJOR ALTERATIONS 1972; picosecond pulses 
OPERATION 8 0 hr>/Wk; On Targe t varies hl>/wk 
TLMIJ DIST. , in lwuse 95 %, outside 5 % 
1.1.'Jl'ff[) ' SCIIB'JJUL1 NC l'J(.,'£[',' weeks 
COST, ACCELERATOR 'Ii $1 Million 
COST, FACILITY, total 'Ii SL 7 Million 
FUNDED BY _ _... ......... ~._.._ ___________ _ 
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERA1'ION AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCIENTISTS ENGINEERS 3 
-----TECHNICIANS 2 CRAFTS 
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL -~5----
GRAD. STUDENTS invotved during year -~o ___ _ 
OPERATED BY _-__ Res staff or _2_ Sp op. 
BUDGET, op & dev _ __,,_4_1_4 _________ _ 
FUNDED BY E,R.D .A. 
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house O outside --=---=O __ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house ~ outside _1_0 __ 
TOTAL RES STAFF, in house -2.Q_____ outside 1 O 
GRAD STUDENTS involved during year- ~~-
RE'S. BUDGET, in house -~~5 _______ _ 
FUNDED BY E,R,D A 
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCfl PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed 3 07 m2 
movable ------------m2 
TARGET STATIONS ·in ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED A2' T/JE S/lPJE 'l'IME, ma.x. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type -~9_..Q_0 __,_:__.._,N._=_..l~----­
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model ~S~i..,.g .... m~a_V~------­
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 
FACILITIES for: -------
Isotope production ------"X=-- ------
Irradiation, Solid State - -A---------
Biologiaa l -:-:-""'"""-------- ----
Time-of-Flight Study 
On-Line Mass Sepm•ation ._.,._...~-------
Other Radiation Chemistry; X 
REPORTED BY G. Mavrogenes 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 13, 7 m, X-sec (hXw) 2, 6 X4, 6 m 
ACCELERATOR, length 1, 3 m, dia. --7 ocm 
BEAM, DIA. ___l._ cm; ENERGY GAIN _LL_ MeV/m, No load 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 








~UI~ BEAM ~HEA 
















10 (80% of part) 
-vl (100% of put) 
Basic NucZear Physics __________ _..___% 
Solid State Physics % 
Bio-Medical Applications % 
Isotope Production -----------% 
Machine Research and Maint . 6 % 
Radiation Chanistry 64 % 
* SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
Capable of producing a 35 ps, pulse containing 8µc 
* Ref. 
1. 
MEY. Repetition rate is adjustable from l to 800 PPS 
w. Gallagher, K, Johnson, G. Mavrogenes, w. Ramler, "A High Current Electron Linac," 
IEEE Trans. Nuc, Sci, NS-18, 584 (1971) 
2. G. Mavrogenes, w, Ramler, w. Wesolowski, K, Johnson, B, Clifft, 
"Subnanosecond High-Intensity Beam Pulse, 11 IEEE Trans. Nuc, Sci. NS-20, 919 (1973) 
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ENTRY NO. 40 
INJECTOR SYSTE'M 
TYPE OF SOURCE Triode Electron 
OUTPUT, ma..x 3 0 Amp 
INJECTION PEHIOD ....1.3 to 3 x 1 o-3 
Gun (ARC0 N.,.12) 
Xllt, at 13 5 keV, at Not Measured 
111;B<J , ~ Duty Cycle Dependfill<!z 
rr mm-mrad 
HIGH VOLTAGE STllGE _..JN~A~-----,----;-----------
Output,ma..x ----~----- mA, at ----==----- keV, at -------- rr mm-mrad 
BUNCllER -;::::-:;:,~-;;--;----;:-~--------.-;c;--;:;:::.:-;:;:-r;;:;;;:;;Tir--#1; Potent;·~aZ Single Gap; 20 keV, {)!lift Length ______ _......_..'-'------ m 
lf2; Potent-ia,l 5 T.W, Cav±t±esi 400 keV lJ1'iftLength 0.8 m lf3; Potential lo T .W, Cav ±tiesi 400 kev; Drift Length O,l m 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x lO ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIF'T TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, M~/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF' POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 













































KLY; type L3661 
2 






(216. 7 MHz) 
(1300 MHz) 
(1300 MHz) 
ENTRY NO. 41 
LINAC I-2 NAME OF MACHINE 
INSTITUTION __,I~TE'=.':P'----=-::-------:=-====-----=-=-==---=--~---o"""""..,..---------
LOCATION ------=M;:;O.::S-=c-=o_,_,w_._.__:::U.=S-=S"'-'R,_____ DATE --""Ma=r'-"c'-"h~_,1_,,9'-'7 .... 6:__ ______ _ 
IN CHARGE --=I-=-· M-=-."-K""a"'p-"c=h""'i=n=B'-"k=i~j _____ _ 
HISTORY AND STA'PUS 
DESIGN, date 1959 MODEL tests 
ENG. DESIGN, date -~1_9~6-.2 ______ ____ _ 
CONSTRUCTION, date 1966 
FIRST BEAM date ( or-g~o""'a""'l""""")-~N~o-v-.--1--9....,6~6~----
MAJOR AL'l'Eli'AT TONS ~,,._1 9,,_7.._4,___ _ ____ ~-~~ 
OPERATION 613_...!U"/W/(; On 'l'cn ge/, 160 h1•/1,Jk 
TIME DTS'l ., ln hou'"d ~. rn11;a1'.de Z 
US!'.'RS ' SC!lEDfJL.lNG CYCLE 4 - 6 weeks 
~g~~; ~~~~~~~~~0~o..,.ta-,-l ____________ _ 
FUNDED BY -------------
ACCELERATOR STAFF, OPERAJ'TON AND DEVELOPMENT 
~i~~z~~~~~s ENG~~!~~~ -----
ADMIN & CLER TOTAL --- ---
GRAD. STUDENTS involved during year ___ _ 
OPERATED BY Res staff or Sp op . 
BUDGET, op &<J.eV'° --
FUNDED BY 
-----------------
RESEARCH STAFF, not included above 
USER GROUPS, in house outside __ _ 
STAFF SCIENTISTS, in house outside __ _ 
~~~~LS~~~E~;~F~~vo~~e~o~~~ing yea~utside ---
RES. BUDGET, in house ------
FUNDED BY 
---- ------------ -
FACILITIES FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
SHIELDED AREA, fixed m2 
movable ------------,,,:1 
TARGET STATIONS ·i.n. ROOMS 
STATIONS SERVED AT THE SAME TIME', max. 
MAG SPECTROGRAPH, type------------
ON-LINE COMPUTER, model------ ------
TOTAL POWER INSTALLED FOR RESEARCH 
FACILITIES for: -------
Isotope production ~----------­
Irradiation, Solid State 
Biologica"l -;:-.,-.......,---- --------
Time-of-Flight Study ------------
On-Line Mass .Sepur•al.ion 
Other ---------~ 
OTHER NOTABLE FEATURES: 
REPORTED BY __ N_,.~V~·~L_a~z_a_r~e_v ____ _ 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 
TUNNEL, length 30 m, X-seo(hXwJ X m 
ACCELERATOR, length 18 m, dia. 200-Cm 
BEAM, DIA. __ 2_ om; ENERGY GAIN1. 37 MeV/m 
SOME TYPICAL PRIMARY EXTERNAL AND 
iiECONDARY BEAMS 
PARTICLE' FLUX lJSAM 1/?EA ENERGY 
(part. /sea) (cm,) (Ge VJ 
fJ.E/E 
(%) 
p~OtQnf;! 2.5-1013 J,5 o~ =o~ 
p;rQtona 1.1013 3.5 ~ ±~ 
OPERATING PROGRAMS, time dist 
Basic Nuclear Physics as in,i ector PS 80 % 
Solid State Physics -.-------- ------%_ 
Bio-Medioa t App lica /;ion~ :!: 
Isotope Production % 
Machine Research 1 " 
OtheT' neee beam of the LINAC 10 % 
~ 
---------------------
SELECTED REFERENCES DESCRIBING MACHINE 
Pribory i technika experimenta N5,p.9-70,1967 
Cambridge - 1967 Proceedings p.A1-7,A30-J1. 
Proc. 1972 Linear Accel. Conf. Loe Alamoe,p.275 
-~o~u~t-u~t--u~l~e-e-d.-c_u:r_r_e_n_t,_rm-ax-..-----2--=oo---mA-,-------------~ 
Output beam emittance non-normalize 
100 mA 60 mm•mrad 
135 IIlA 20 mm•mrad 
82 
ENTRY NO. 41 
INJECTOR SYSTEM 
TYPE OF SOURCE Duoplasma tron 
OUTPUT, max 2000 mA, at _ __ 7!..!0!.---___,.----;.--- keV, at =---------11 mm-mrad 
INJECTION PERIOD .--;:;----.,~-~30~ _ _,\lsec, at 0 .4 - 1 Hz 
HIGH VOLTAGE STAGE Puls e tranaf o;rmer 
Output,max =~----.,_,....5.!.'0~0~mA, at ___ 7!..!0~0!.------- keV, at _n:::o~rm=."-----.:1..::.0_ 11 mm-mrad 
BUNCHER Singl e gap cavity 
Potential keV, Dri[t Length __________ 0=-·=--8:::5!.---_ m 
Potential ---------.-Lr.~ k v D 'ft L th m e , 1'1- · eng 
ACCELERATION SYSTEM 
TYPE 
BEAM EN. (IN-OUT), MeV 
TOTAL LENGTH, m 
RADIO FREQUENCY, MHz 
FIELD ~ODE 
Q(x zo ) 
FILLING TIME, µs 
NO. OF TANKS 
DIAMETER, cm 
DRIFT TUBES, number 
LENGTH, cm 
DIAMETER, cm 
GAP/CELL LENGTH RATIO 






SHUNT IMPEDANCE, MQ/m 
ATTENUATION, Np/TANK 
EQUILIBRIUM PHASE, deg. 
RF POWER UNITS, type 
RF POWER UNITS, number 
RF POWER DEMAND, peak, MW 
RF POWER DEMAND, mean, MW 
RF POWER RATING, MW/unit 
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accelerati ng peri od i s ')8A i n the first cayi t y and M in the second. 
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